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SUMMARY

The use of solar distillation as a means of desalination to provide potable water to

communities in remote and arid regions has often been discarded on economic

grounds mainly because of the inherent low efficiency of relatively expensive solar

distillation units (solar stills). Closer analysis of this constraint showed that by

following a mainly Physical Chemistry approach (rather than the traditional

engineering one), the technology could be made more economically attractive through

(1) lowering the construction cost of the solar still and / or (2) increasing its

operational life and / or (3) increasing its efficiency.

The study into different solar still designs showed that, despite its limitations, the

basin solar still is preferred due to its simplicity, ease of operation and low

maintenance. Given the solar distillation process as formulated in this study, substitute

durable components could be identified and optimised for this design. A basin solar

still that costs about 80% less than a reference unit without an apparent drop in

performance was consequently developed and successfully tested up to full plant

scale.

An in-house experimental facility that simulates solar still behaviour under controlled

environmental conditions was developed to simulate conditions of lower radiation

intensity and productivity, which enabled research into performance enhancement and

microbiological water quality. It was found that (a) absorption of the radiation by the

water plays an important part in productivity and that a productivity decrease of up to

33% can be expected as the black interior lining becomes contaminated, (b) the

simulated winter productivity of the basin still was about 25% of the summer value

due to the lesser amount of solar radiation hours, the lower angles of radiation

incidence onto the cover and the decrease in water area receiving direct radiation, (c)

an annual productivity increase of about 10% can be obtained when a particular

reflector configuration is fixed behind the basin, and (d) the microbiological

pasteurisation temperature is less than the distillation onset temperature.
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This study played an important role in making solar still technology affordable for use

by poor, rural communities, as was demonstrated by the successful use of the research

product (basin solar still) in a pilot drinking water plant at a typical target community.

This was made possible through the use of evaluation models developed as part of this

research, which addressed relevant construction and performance factors influencing

the economic viability of the specific solar still.

The following outcomes of this study can be regarded as new contributions to the

field of solar distillation technology, namely (a) a test matrix that can be used to

screen solar still construction materials at component level, (b) an evaluation model

that can be used to determine the economic viability of solar stills at a given location,

(c) a laboratory testing facility to study solar still behaviour under controlled

conditions and (d) a solar still design that has been optimised and tested for local field

application.
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OPSOMMING

Die gebruik van son-energie om brakwater deur middel van distillasie te ontsout en

sodoende drinkwater aan afgeleë gemeenskappe te verskaf, is herhaaldelik in die

verlede as ekonomies nie-lewensvatbaar aangetoon. Dit is hoofsaaklik toeskryfbaar

aan die inherente lae effektiwiteit van sodanige stelsels, asook die hoë kapitaalkoste

daaraan verbonde. Die hoofsaaklike faktore wat die tegnologie bekostigbaar kan

maak, is egter hieruit afgelei en volgens 'n Fisiese Chemie benadering geoptimeer,

naamlik (1) vermindering van die konstruksiekoste van die sondistilleerder-eenhede,

en / of (2) verlenging van die operasionele leeftyd daarvan, en / of (3) verhoging van

effektiwiteit van die stelsel.

Die literatuurstudie het aangetoon dat die pan-tipe sondistilleerder-eenheid verkieslik

as navorsingsbasis is omdat dit eenvoudig en maklik bedryf- en onderhoudbaar is.

Vanuit die geformuleerde beskrywing van die sondistillasie-proses kon

plaasvervangende komponente vir die sondistilleerder-eenheid geïdentifiseer en

getoets word, wat daartoe gelei het dat 'n eenheid met dieselfde funksionerings-

eienskappe vir sowat 80% goedkoper ontwikkel kon word.

'n Laboratoriumopstelling waarmee lae bestralingskondisies gesimuleer kan word, is

ontwikkel om navorsing op produktiwiteitsverbetering en mikrobiologiese produk-

waterkwaliteit te doen. Dit is aangetoon dat (a) absorpsie van die inkomende

bestraling deur die water belangrik is en dat 'n sondistilleerder-eenheid tot 33%

minder produktief kan wees indien die swart voering binne die eenheid besoedel sou

word, (b) winterproduktiwiteit daal tot 25% van somerproduktiwiteit as gevolg van

die verminderde sonlig-ure, die laer invalshoek van die bestraling op die glasdeksel,

en die gepaardgaande verkleining van die blootgestelde water-oppervlakte, (c) 'n

gemiddelde produktiwiteitsverhoging van 10% deur weerkaatsers agter die

sondistilleerder-eenheid teweeggebring kan word, en (d) die distillasie-temperatuur

die water-ontsmettingstemperatuur oorskry.

Hierdie navorsmg het 'n belangrike rol gespeelom sondistilleerder-tegnologie

bekostigbaar vir behoeftge gemeenskappe in landelike gebiede te maak. Dit is
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gedemonstreer deur die suksesvolle toepassing van die navorsingsproduk

(sondistilleerder-eenheid) in 'n drinkwatervoorsieningsprojek by 'n tipiese teiken-

gemeenskap. Dit is vermag deur die gebruikmaking van evaluasie-modelle wat

gedurende hierdie studie ontwikkel is, en wat die toepaslike konstruksie- en

funksioneringsfaktore wat die ekonomiese lewensvatbaarheid van die eenheid

beïnvloed, aanspreek.

Die volgende navorsingsprodukte kan beskou word as nuut in die veld van

sondistillasie-tegnologie, naamlik (a) 'n toetsmatriks wat gebruik kan word om

komponente vir sondistilleeerders te evalueer, (b) 'n ekonomiese evalueringsmodel

wat gebruik kan word om die bekostigbaarheid van sondistilleerders in 'n bepaalde

gebied te bepaal, (c) 'n laboratorium-toetsfasiliteit om die werking van

sondistilleerders onder beheerde kondisies te ondersoek en (d) 'n sondistilleerder-

eenheid wat doelgeskik vir plaaslike omstandighede ontwikkel en getoets is.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Latitude, and its influence on the amount of solar radiation received, is one of the

main factors influencing the climate of a particular geographical area. Since the

input of energy into the earth's system is greatest in the equatorial regions, more

water is evaporated and more energy is stored (as latent energy in water vapour

and sensible heat in ocean water) in this region than in any other. Water vapour

and its stored energy can then be re-distributed around the globe via the global

circulation system (http://www.math.montana.eduJ-nmp/materials/ess/hydrosphere/expert/

runningwater/runningback.hrml). The balance between regional or local gain and loss

of water will determine climate, insofar as moisture is concerned. The major

ocean currents play an important role in the moisture distribution system. These

currents are initiated by winds and earth rotation, and the global current patterns

resemble the global air circulation patterns. Precipitation maps (Figure 1.1) show

rainfall patterns that originate from these moisture-distribution cycles.
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Figure 1.1: Annual global precipitation.
(hup.r/www.jtsao. washington. edullegates ~msuf).
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Southern Africa, under the influence of the Benguela current along its West

Coast, has areas of particularly low mean rainfall, as shown in Figure 1.2 (Lynch

1998).

MEAN ANNUAL
PRECIPITA TlON (mm)

Aft8f Oent, Lynch & Schulze (1989)

mm
<: fOll'

lOl)· 2011'
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.so~ - 100(}

Figure 1.2: Mean annual precipitation of South Africa.

The areas of low rainfall for South Africa correspond to a large degree with areas

of high annual solar radiation (Figure 1.3).
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South African Renewable Energy Resource Database - Annual Solar Radiation

Annual global (direct plus diffuse)
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level surface.
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Figure 1.3: Mean annual global radiation map of South Africa

(http://www.csir.co.za/websourceiptl0002/images/environmentek/sarerd/mapslsolarjpg).

When South Africa's groundwater quality is viewed in terms of total dissolved

solids (IDS), it is seen that the geographical areas with high IDS values (Figure

1.4) overlap to a large extend with the arid areas presented in Figures 1.2 and 1.3.
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Figure 1.4: Groundwater quality map of South Africa (Simonec 1999).

Figure 1.5 shows the 1998 population density distribution for South Africa. It is

clear that, throughout the country, the arid regions have the lowest population

density.
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Figure 1.5: 1998 population density distributions of South Africa.

(from National Geographic MapMachine, http://plasma.nationalgeographic.coml)

The maps in Figures 1.2 to 1.5 show that the arid areas of Western and central

South Africa bave the following features:

• the population density is low,

• the annual rainfall is low and inconsistent,

• groundwater quality is unacceptable for potable purposes; and

• the annual solar radiation is high.

1.2 Rural water supply options

Provision of potable water conforming to required national standards to

households of the smaller-sized communities in sparsely populated areas is

problematic. To supply such small remote communities with fresh water, at least

three alternatives exist, namely (1) to construct a modem, sophisticated and

costly desalination plant to treat saline groundwater or seawater, (2) to transport
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potable water over long distances by pipes or other transportation means, or (3)

to utilise solar energy to desalinate brackish groundwater or seawater.

A variety of desalination technologies can be used to separate fresh water from

saline water, including multi-effect distillation (ME), multi-stage flash

distillation (MSF), mechanical vapour compression (MVC), reverse osmosis

(RO) and electrodialysis (ED) (KS Spiegler 1994). These technologies are

however often too expensive for the production of relatively small amounts of

fresh water. The use of long-distance piping or mechanical transport in harsh

conditions is usually costly (Abdul-Fattah 1986). Solar distillation plants may be

suitable to provide desalinated water especially where solar radiation is abundant

and large land areas are available at low or no cost (EE Delyannis 1995). In such

areas, the water demand is often directly proportionate to the solar radiation

intensity, creating the potential benefit of applying solar energy to provide for the

increased water demand. When it rains, the distilled water production stops but

another source of fresh water is available to utilise. This technology is further

made attractive by not requiring any moving parts, membranes or electricity

(Agua del Sol Newsletter 1997). Small-scale solar powered distillation thus

becomes an attractive, and sometimes the only, method by which to provide

potable water, provided that it can be implemented economically.

1.3 Historical and current application of solar stills

The oldest large-scale application of solar energy appears to be the burning of the

Roman Fleet in the bay of Syracuse by Archimedes, who concentrated solar

radiation by mirrors using the ships as focus (AA Delyannis 1981). Principles of

solar distillation have also been around for centuries. Greek navigators used to

boil seawater and condense the vapours on sponges to produce fresh water. In 4

BC, Aristotle suggested a method for evaporating seawater to produce potable

water. In 1551 Arab alchemists practiced solar distillation using glass vessels.

Ghezzi, an Italian philosopher, also made specific reference to the possibilities of

solar distillation in 1742. The solar still can therefore rightfully be regarded as

the oldest device that can be used to provide drinking water (Gomkale 1988).
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In 1874 J Harding and C Wilson built the first solar still plant near Las Salinas in

Chile (M Telkes 1956). This plant had a glass covered area of 4 757 m2 and

produced about 27 000 liters of water per day from brackish wells. Itwas used to

supply fresh water to workers and animals working for a nearby nitrate mining

company. This plant ran for 40 years until the mine was closed, and yielded more

than 4.9 kg distilled water per m2 during the summer.

Between 1920 and 1938 research effort went into increasing the distilled water

yield of solar distillation devices, which included the use of metal-coated

reflectors and lenses. During World War II considerable work went into making

air-inflated small plastic solar stills for use on life rafts (Tiwari 1997). Seawater

was evaporated inside the still on a porous feit pad and collected in bottles at the

bottom.

Intensive research into solar stills and solar distillation was undertaken from

1958 at the Solar Distillation Research Station at Daytona Beach, Florida (Lof

1961). Much of the current understanding of solar distillation stems from this

research, and other researchers often reference this research by Lof.

Many solar distillation plants were built in the 1960's (AA Delyannis 1983).

Then, as other desalination technologies became available, application thereof

began to decrease. Recently however, as research lead to design and operational

improvements, interest in its potential began to increase again.

There is agreement that the suitability of solar still plants is determined by the

availability of a saline water source, specific hot weather conditions and a

relatively small daily demand (Ashboren 1979). Typically, this demand can be

described as modest, typically less than 5 000 liters per day. The overall

simplicity of solar stills makes them attractive for use with all types of feed

water, an advantage over the more complicated technologies. This means that

water from the sea, streams, rivers, wells and rain catchment tanks can be

purified.
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The future application potential of solar stills must also be viewed in terms of the

global energy scene. Exploring renewable energy sources, especially solar

energy, will become increasingly important in the next decade or so (Belessiotis

1996). Energy efficient and, more importantly, renewable energy technologies

offer the means to avoid a trade-off between energy use, environmental pollution

and economic growth. Add to this the ever-increasing rate of fossil energy

depletion; the need for refocusing on renewable energy sources becomes

obvious. Of all the available natural energy resources, solar energy has the

second greatest capacity of energy delivery (0.4 X 10 14 kW), second only to

geothermal energy (capacity 4 X 10 17 kW).

Research into the utilisation of solar energy for distillation, demands increased

yields of the stills, and / or cheaper construction methods, both of which are

aimed at making solar distilled water available at acceptable cost. Consideration

must also be given to developing units which are simple, robust, easy to maintain

and easy to repair (Ouahes 1987). Mention is made of attempts to combine solar

still technology and other solar collectors, thus increasing the yield substantially,

but also its complexity (Kumar 1998). The long-term storage of distilled or

blended water is also being addressed, as these factors influence the taste and the

quality thereof (AA Delyannis 1983).

1.4 Objectives of this study

It is against the above background of the need to provide rural communities in

arid regions of South Africa with adequate potable water, the abundance of

sunlight in these areas and the potential of solar distillation, that the aims for this

study are formulated as follows, namely:

(A) to understand the factors influencing solar still operation and performance;

(B) to identify the factors contributing to the cost of distilled water produced by

solar distillation;

(C) to research and economically optimise the above factors in terms of solar still

design and performance to reach a distilled water cost of less than RSO/m3, and
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(D) to develop a low cost, low maintenance solar still suitable for use by rural

communities and households in arid regions of Southern Africa.

1.5 Layout of study tasks

This study was undertaken by carrying out the following tasks:

• A comprehensive literature study on different solar still designs (Chapter

2), the quality of solar distilled water (Chapter 4), and economic factors

determining the viability of solar stills (Chapter 12);

• selection, from the literature study, of a solar still design that theoretically

suits the research goals of this study best (Chapter 2),

• the theoretical and experimental evaluation of the selected solar stiU

design to quantify performance properties that can be improved (Chapter

3),

• the theoretical and experimental evaluation of the quality of water

produced by solar distillation (Chapter 4),

• an experimental investigation into the functional properties of the

different construction materials of the selected solar still design, and the

identification and evaluation of cheaper replacement materials in order to

reduce the manufacturing cost of the solar still (Chapter 5),

• a further theoretical and experimental study into the role of the most

important performance factors (solar radiation, solar transmission and

radiation absorbance inside the still) (Chapter 6),

• the design and testing of laboratory solar still equipment to study

performance improvement factors under controlled conditions

(Chapter 7),
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• a study into the performance improvement of solar stills using the above-

mentioned laboratory equipment combined with the results of Chapter 3

(Chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11),

• determine the economic viability of the selected solar still design by

combining the results of the performance improvement study (Chapters 8

to Il) and improved construction costs (Chapter 5), and

• compare the results obtained with the objectives of this study (Section

1.4) (Chapter 13).

An example to illustrate the application of the results of this study are given in an

addendum.
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CHAPTER2

LITERA TURE OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOLAR STILLS AND

THEm APPLICATION POTENTIAL

2.1 Solar still designs

A literature study of recent publications and patents was undertaken to determine

the status of solar distillation technology. Several designs were identified, most

being either of the basin or inclined type (Figure 2.1).

Tru.sperent
cover sloping
towards sun

~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~---~~--~~t~d
water

Feedwater

Transparent cover
lacing towards the sun

Blackened heating
surface (wiek)

Brine Dis~dwater

Figure 2.1: Typical basin still (above) and inclined still (below).
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Secondary design differences can be related to productivity enhancements, the

use of lower cost construction materials and improved ease of operation and

maintenance.

2.1.1 Basin solar stills

This is the only solar still design that has been commercialised successfully due

to its long operational life and low operating and maintenance costs (Delyannis

1985). All basin-type stills operate on the same principle. Sunlight passes

through a transparent cover and through a layer of saline water and is absorbed

by the basin. The heat is transmitted to the water and the heated water evaporates

and then condenses against the relatively cooler inner surface of the cover. The

distilled water flows down the sloped cover and is collected at the base of the

slope. This distillate is drained out and collected in a receiving container.

Normally these stills have blackened interiors and insulated basin floors to

increase heat transfer to the saline water.

Glass cover

~~~<lOt>
Solar radiation J> \j ~

/
Condensate

.4
I

.4
I

+ .4
I

4
I

I
I

.4
I

I

Feedwater
inlet

Saline water

Figure 2.2: Single-slope basin solar still operation.

Another type of basin still commonly used in countries near the equator is the
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double-slope basin still, also called the 'greenhouse still' (Figure 2.3).

Comparison of the above two configurations of basin stills shows that, given the

motion of the sun, in different seasons and locations, maximum radiation may be

higher for double-slope stills and their performance may be better (Fath 1998).

Single-slope stills have less convection and radiation losses, while the shaded

region may be utilised for additional condensation.

Saline water F eedwater inlet

Figure 2.3: Double-sloped basin solar still.

Solar stills suffer inherently from low efficiency, and many aspects of still design

are being studied to optimise productivity. Recently, the double effect basin

solar still was developed; it re-utilises the latent heat in two or three stages

(Figure 2.4, Fath 1998).
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.. Water flow over COVff'

............... Coptional)...........~

Distillate
troughs

Insulated basin

Figure 2.4: Double-effect basin solar still (Fath 1998).

In the double-condensing chamber solar still water vapour is formed in the first

chamber when the saline water is heated by solar radiation. Due to pressure

differences, the vapour passes to a second chamber through a vent connecting the

two chambers. The vapour is then condensed against a metallic surface behind a

partition wall as well as on the inner surface of the double glass cover of the

solar still (see Figure 2.5).

cover
Output-2 -....,.. ../

Ivlirror
Water

,,
flow -:

Condensing

, Vapour
Drainage __: L,,----+----------------~
Output-3

Figure 2.5: Double-condensing solar still (Tiwari 1997).
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The use of a passive condenser in the shaded region of a single-sloped basin still

to increase efficiency has also been reported (Figure 2.6, Fath 1998).

Conatllu,

Figure 2.6: Solar still with passive condenser (Fath 1998).

2.1.2 Inclined stills

Inclined stills overcome the drawback of basin stills, namely that the water

receives less solar radiation during the winter months (than with tilted stills).

The productivity of inclined stills is therefore higher than conventional basin

stills because of the smaller thermal capacity of the water moving across the

inclination. It was found that an inclined still yielded up to 50% more distilled

water when exposed to solar radiation for the same period (Rahim 1995). It was

also found that the brine flow rate, the inlet temperature and the insulation are the

main factors influencing the efficiency of these types of stills (Gandhidasan

1984).

Non-wick inclined stills were investigated (Rahim 1995). Here water is allowed

to be preheated by passing through the gap of the double-glazing cover before

entering the main basin of the still. A productivity increase of 1.5 times above

the reference single-slope inclined-stepped still was reported after factors such as

the distance between evaporation and condensation surfaces, and the number of

steps were optimised (see Figure 2.7).
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Solar radiation \

."~-
Distillate

t
I

I

't'

Brine

Fig 2.7: Inclined non-wick solar still (Rahim 1995).

Normally, however, inclined stills have wicks through which the saline water

passes while being heated. There are single- and double-sloped wick stills, and

the application of each is normally influenced by geographical position (distance

from the equator). Fig 2.8 illustrates these two still types.
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Solar radiation

Insulating
foam

Black PFlcloth

FRP body Drainage for
distilled water

! !

Drainage for FRP body
excess water

Fig 2.8: Single-sloped inclined wick still (top, Fath 1998) and double-sloped

wick still (bottom, Tiwari 1991) (FRP: Fibre-reinforced plastic).

The availability of latent heat of evaporation is maximally exploited through the

use of multi-effect inclined wick stills. Productivity increases of up to 10 times

compared to a normal basin still are reported (Figure 2.9, Bouchekima 1998).
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E: El;npantar
C: Car>&!rI<or

Figure 2.9: Multi-effect, multi-wick inclined solar still (Bouchekima 1998).

2.1.3 Other designs

Other solar still designs include: spherical stills (Dhiman 1988), active stills

connected to solar collectors (Yadav 1989) and stills that utilise waste heat

channelled through heat exchangers heating feed-water during nocturnal and

sunless periods (Yadav 1993).

2.2 Design choice

In order to identify the solar still design(s) most suited for further research into

the production of low cost distilled water, certain design comparison criteria

were identified through literature and patent studies. These criteria were: (A) the

availability and properties of the construction materials, (B) the degree of

sophistication of the operational system and (C) still performance.

There is agreement that, generally speaking, solar stills are ineffective and thus

their water production is expensive and normally uneconomical. Most research

is therefore focussed on ways and means of improving efficiency to produce

more water per solar still unit area (C), while less attention is given to capital

cost (A) and operational maintenance (B).
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The following Table compares the different solar still designs discussed ID

Section 2.1 on the basis of these three criteria:

Table 2.1: General comparison of different solar still designs

(A: are proper construction materials freely available, B: is the solar still

unsophisticated and easy to operate, C: has the still design a proven

performance track record)

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes No
No No
No No No Wick maintenance

No No No Wick maintenance

Yes Yes No Expensive infrastructure

Table 2.1 provides the motivation for the single-slope basin solar still being

chosen for this study:

• It is the only design with reference to commercial use.

• The design is relatively simple and the construction materials freely

available.

• The absence of moving and / or replaceable and / or control components in

the still favours limited operational and maintenance supervision.

• The design is modular, i.e. it is relatively easy to increase the plant capacity

by increasing the number of solar stills.

2.3 Cost of distilled water from a basin solar still

The cost of distilled water has been calculated for vanous efficiencies and

assumed construction and maintenance costs (Figure 2.10).
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FACTORS INFLUENCING DISTILLED WATER COST
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Figure 2.10: Calculated distilled water cost as a function of still construction cost

(amortized over five years without interest), maintenance cost (assumed as a

percentage of still cost) and productivity (reported on an average daily basis over

one year).

From the above Figure it can be seen that reducing the construction cost can be

just as cost effective as increasing the productivity. As an example: the cost of

producing 1,5 liters per m2 distillate per day from a still constructed at R200 per

m2 will be the same as that of a still producing about 2,3 the volume but costing

2,5 times as much. As another example: if both the productivity and the capital

cost are doubled, the distilled water cost will increase. Increased maintenance

will lead to increased running cost, thus increasing the distilled water cost.
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2.4 Conclusions drawn from literature study

The following conclusions were reached:

• The conventional basin-type solar stills suffer from some serious drawbacks,

one of the important ones being the horizontal surface which intercepts less

solar radiation than an inclined solar still does.

• The large volume of water in the basin and the shadows of the walls further

limit productivity.

• Further negative characteristics include: the low temperature gradient over

the 'condenser' (cover), a decrease in glass transparency due to water

droplets forming on the condensing surface, poor wettability of the cover

and re-evaporation of the distillate in the collecting troughs.

• Basin stills are generally characterised by low efficiency and low winter

production rate, producing little distillate while occupying a wide area.

• Stills coupled to solar collectors show improved efficiency, but have the

disadvantage of a further increase in capital costs and often requiring

electricity to operate efficiently.

• The productivity of wick stills is always higher than conventional basin stills

due to the negligible heat capacity of the water mass in the multi-wick still.

• Main problems associated with wick stills include the maintenance of the

wick, the limiting capillary action of the wick around noon on sunny days

and wastage of hot water during early and late work hours, damage to the

wick due to drying and high investment costs (Ouahes 1987, Dhirnan 1988,

Toyama 1987, Tiwari 1991). Deposition of salts is problematic where saline

water flow through the wick is necessary (Murase 1989).

• In theory, a wick solar still plant can be more economical but, in practice, it

was found that a basin still is cheaper to operate because of its simplicity and

low maintenance cost (Fath 1998).

• Despite attempts to develop improved stills, the basin still remains the only

design that has been commercialised successfully due to its long operational

life and low operating and maintenance cost compared to other alternatives.
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It was therefore decided to use the normal basin still design as departing point for

this study. At the time (1999), the local construction cost of a benchmark low-

maintenance overseas design was equivalent to R500/m 2. It was then necessary

to determine its distilled water cost in order to determine its position on Figure

2.10.
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CHAPTER3

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROPERTIES

OF THE BASIN SOLAR STILL

3.1 General description

The term 'basin solar still' refers to the definition and description given in

Section 2.1.1 and Figure 2.1, i.e. a single-sloped basin solar still, hereafter

referred to as the still. The main components of such a still are normally the

transparent cover, frame (including distillate trough), insulation, waterproofing

(or lining) and piping (for feed water and distillate collection). Figure 3.1 shows

these different components of a typical basin still.

"-"'=-"':<"'_''''~''<i'4.';;;~~'~''':':'';.~>~,=.,~,.=~:__~'':'.~..~ - - - - - - - .- Tl'U1Sp8I"nI cover

..••••.,.....""'7:,, ._ _ _ Distillate collection tmugh
with outlet p~ing

.......G ~.~. --.-Water level

11,!:==:===============:5I- --- Insulation.. - .- - Frame

t~ _... - - - .. - - - - - - - •• -. - - .- - - - - - _. - .. - - - - .. Feed water inlet

Figure 3.1: Single slope basin solar still.

3.2 Theoretical properties

A literature study was carried out in order to determine the operational

mechanisms of the still. Most researchers have approached this subject from a

heat flow point of view. The following summary is presented as a basis for

further reference.
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3.2.1 Basic heat flow

Saline water is supplied to the basin, usually intermittently. Solar radiation is

transmitted through the cover and absorbed by the saline water and the solar still

basin. The water is heated; thereby increasing its water pressure, and so partial

vaporisation into the air begins. The moist air rises to the cover by convection, where

it condenses on the cooler underside of the cover. The heat of condensation is

conducted through the cover to the surrounding atmosphere, while the partially

dehumidified air is convected back to the water surface for further moisture addition.

A thin film of condensate flows down the transparent cover into a collection trough

situated at the lower edges of the cover.

The incoming solar energy is composed of both direct and diffuse radiation. This

radiation is partially reflected by the outer and inner cover surfaces, slightly absorbed

in the cover, slightly reflected by the saline water and by the bottom of the basin; the

water and the basin bottom absorb the balance. Minor additional reflections can also

occur, but are practically ignored. Of the energy absorbed by the basin bottom, a

small portion is lost by conduction into the ground or through insulation under the

bottom of the still. The balance of the absorbed energy is transferred to the water.

The heat loss by the cover to the outside air is necessary to keep the cover cool and

so to maintain operation. Radiation from the water surface is either absorbed or

transmitted by the cover (depending on its properties). Glass is opaque to long wave

(infrared) radiation and completely absorbs that emitted from the water surface (Lof

1961).

The processes of evaporation and condensation take place in narrow layers on top of

the water surface and beneath the cover surface respectively. The bulk of the air

mass does therefore not participate in these processes, and thus it is advantageous to

keep the distance between the cover and the horizontal water plane as small as

possible. The larger the temperature difference between the water surface and the

cover, the more intense the circulation becomes (AA Delyannis 1981).

Energy transferred to the cover is conducted through it and IS dissipated to the
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atmosphere by radiation and convection. Some sensible heat may be supplied to the

system through the feed water; also, there may be sensible heat loss through the

condensate. Mass flow for solar stills involves the quantity of feed water introduced

into the still and water leaving the still in the form of distillate, leakages and vapour

losses.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the different heat flows in and around the still.
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Figure 3.2: Proposed heat flows for basin solar still (Al Kasabi 1981).

According to the above presentation, direct and diffuse solar radiation (Hso/a,) arrive

at the still cover. Depending on the characteristics of the cover, the radiation

wavelength and the angle of incidence, this energy is transmitted (Htrons), reflected

(Hrefl) and absorbed (Habs) by the cover in different ratios. The fraction of transmitted

radiation energy Htrans passes through the air inside the basin and is again partially

reflected off the surface of the saline water. The remainder passes through the water

and is absorbed by the water and the lining. Reflection from the lining is also

possible. The saline water heats due to the absorbance of the incoming radiation and

the heat convected from the basin lining. The water mass loses heat to the air inside
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the still through radiation, convection (Hconv) and evaporation, as well as through

heat loss to the environment through leaks (Hleak), the still base (Hground), sidewalls

(Hside) and the distillate (Hdist). Heat loss into and through the cover occur through

absorption, convection and radiation.

Figure 3.2 can be represented as follows:

tttt

... ~
4-

I~'21rtJ I (1-~gJHL I
~ ~ ~\
~; \
: l \

........0../.
~~~
. .------,.

Figure 3.3: Heat flows for basin still according to Dunkle's equations.

[HL, Hs: long I short wavelength solar radiation

aglJh , agsH. : fraction of long I short wavelength solar radiation absorbed by glass cover

rHs: fraction of short wavelength radiation transmitted through glass cover

ta.H, : fraction of short wavelength solar radiation absorbed by the water

(1 - aw) rHs: fraction of solar radiation reflected from water surface

q. , qc , qr ,qk : water heat loss through evaporation I convection I radiation I conduction

qa , qr] : heat loss through the solar still cover through convection I radiation]

Dunkle's mathematical model for a flat solar still states two important heat balances,

namely, over the saline water surface (Still 1991):

raJ[s = qe+ qc + qr + qk

and over the cover:
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The productivity of a still is greatly influenced by the degree of efficiency to which it

converts incoming radiation (HL and HB) into heat of evaporation inside the still, i.e.

qe, hence Tw, needs to be maximised for increased productivity. These productivity

factors are discussed in the following Sections.

3.2.1.1 Maximising .Hs

Orientating the still in such a way that cover absorbance and reflectance is at a

minimum will increase the radiation intensity inside the still. Arif IIeri (1997)

showed that the variation in total transmittance of the cover and the condensate

film was negligible for an angle of incidence up to 60 0 for places confined

within latitudes 00 and 45 0 (glass of varying thicknesses and plastic covers were

investigated).

Note: The change in the transmittance of the cover with the incidence angle can

be estimated by the following equation by IIeri:

1= lae(-kxJ , where x = Xo / cos I,

where x = the effective thickness of the cover, Xo = the normal thickness, i =
angle of incidence, I and lo are the transmitted (or ills) and the incident (or Hs)

radiation (W/m2) and k = extinction coefficient of the cover (m-I).

Maalej (1991) calculated that the solar energy fraction absorbed by a glass cover

amounted to about 15% (versus about 10% by the insulation and 75% by the

brackish water and black basin).

HL will not pass through common types of cover materials.

3.2.1.2 Cover properties

The cover should have a low absorbance (high transmittance) over the widest

solar radiation spectrum. It was however shown by Maalej (1991) that solar

basins with untreated plastic covers often gave markedly reduced output versus
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those with glass covers despite plastic cover transmissivity being better - this

was due to poorer wettability.

3.2.1.3 Absorbance in the water / still basin ((Jw)

Increased energy absorbance of the basin water results in faster heating thereof.

Al Kasabi (1981) found that absorbance by the still basin increased from 40% to

57% when the still basin liner is blackened from 0% to 30%. Productivity

increases of 70% through the injection of a black dye to the water in basin are

reported (El-Hagger 1993). The same research team studied the effect of the

addition of charcoal pieces to the still basin. Itwas observed that a charcoal-lined

still is relatively insensitive to basin water depth as long as the charcoal pieces

remained uncovered. Productivity increases of up to 68% through the use of such

charcoal pieces are reported. Dobrevsky (1983) studied the productivity effect of

floating porous black platelets in basin solar stills and found that such particles

can enhance the solar distillation process by up to 20%. Bromine and iodine

installed in glass containers submerged in the saline water have also been utilized

as heat-generating media (Al-Abbasi 1992). With bromine the productivity

increase was 65%, while with iodine the increase was 42%.

3.2.1.4 Insulation

qk must be low i.e. the still must be well insulated to minimise conduction losses

to the environment. Basin insulation (e.g. through the use offoarns) can improve

productivity by up to 15% (Maalej 1991). Generally, metallic materials are not

suitable for use as insulating materials (Murase 1989).

3.2.1.5 Heat loss through the cover

Heat loss through the cover should be maximised. This can be achieved by

lowering the cover temperature (multi-effect designs being disregarded). A

substantial increase in daily production volume is claimed by US patents

4235679 (Maier) and 4270981 (Stark), where the feed water is circulated through
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the cover thus cooling down the cover while simultaneously preheating the feed

water. In such a system the cover transmits Hs while (qc2 + qr2) is utilised to

preheat the feed water.

3.2.1.6 Convection and radiation losses inside the still

(qc + q,) should be small - this is however difficult to control as it is a function

of temperature gradients between the cover and the water. Lof et al (1961)

showed that the largest single loss was radiation from the basin water to the still

cover, varying between 38% (low solar intensity) and 17% (high intensity) and

being accompanied by an increase in efficiency from 25% to 41%.

3.2.1. 7 Basin water depth

Lowering of the water depth in a solar still will improve its performance (Arif

Ileri 1997, Fath 1998), as the less water there is to be heated the more heat

energy there will be available to apply to evaporation. El-Haggar et al (1993)

studied the effect of water depth against a reference still and found that a specific

still water depth (3 cm) corresponded with the optimum performance. They

explained their findings through reference to heat loss from the system, either

through the cover (greater water depths) or through the sidewalls (lesser water

depths). Tiwari et al (1987) found that there was a variation of 30% in daily

yield for variation in water depth inside the basin from l.27 to 30.5 cm, and that

this variation was dependant on the initial water temperature and heat transfer

coefficient.

3.2.2 Solar radiation and productivity

It is important to know the value of solar radiation during the operation of a solar

still as it provides a tool for detecting malfunction. Unlike most other

desalination plants, malfunction does not necessarily lead to plant shutdown but

rather in reduction of output below its optimum value. Diurnal solar radiation (R)

used in efficiency calculations is most accurately measured by means of a

calibrated pyranometer. A pyranometer measures radiation from the sun as well
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as from the hemispherical space above the instrument. A pyrheliometer measures

radiation from the sun alone, and is therefore not used in the calculation of solar

still efficiency, as diffuse radiation is (theoretically) not measured. The

productivity of a solar still expresses the amount of distillate produced per unit

area of water surface.

Lof (1961) reported a near linear relationship between radiation intensity and

distillate production (see Figure 3.4). Major short-term influences due to ambient

air temperature and wind velocity disappear when long-term averages are used in

productivity calculations.

5 10 15

DAILY SOLAR RADIATION (MJ)

20 25

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRODUCTIVITY

Figure 3.4: Radiation intensity versus distillate production (Lof 1961).

Howe (1986) plotted actual performance data for a basin solar still (see Figure

3.5). As can be expected, data points on cloudy days were scattered, but those for

clear days defined a single line:
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Figure 3.5: Production rate of a basin solar still, latitude 37.6 0 N (circles: clear

weather, dots: cloudy skies) (Howe 1986).

The algebraic equation which best fitted the line on the above graph can be

represented by the exponential equation: P = 0.4137 (Rl100l-°4, where P is the

production rate (Llm2d) and R is the diurnal radiation on a horizontal surface

(kJ/m2d). Madani et al (1989) developed the following equation: D = 1.18 X 10

-4. i·64
, where D is the yield (Llm2) and I is the daily average solar intensity

(W/m2
). This relation presented the data within 17%.

Arif lleri (1997) investigated relationships between daily output of a solar still

and solar radiation and found that distillate production would only begin once a

certain threshold value for solar radiation had been reached (different values for

different types of basin stills). Below this value, heat loss through conduction,

convection and radiation exceed the energy absorbed through solar radiation.

This happens during the first hours after sunrise, while fresh water production

continues a few hours after sunset due to the energy stored in the water within

the still. Belessiotis (1995) plotted the productivity behaviour of a basin solar

still as follows (simplified and reproduced as Figure 3.6):
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Figure 3.6: Typical productivity behaviour of a solar still (from Belessiotis

1995).

3.2.3 Efficiency

The efficiency of a solar still (lJ) is the amount of energy utilised for water

evaporation divided by the amount of incident solar radiation energy, normally

expressed as a percentage. The operating efficiency of a solar still increases

exponentially with increasing basin water temperature, but unfortunately heat

loss increase in the same way. Thus single-effect solar stills have the serious

disadvantage of low efficiency. Under extreme favourable solar radiation and

design conditions, efficiencies up to only 50% are reported (Maalej 1991).

Efficiency calculations provide real relative performance comparison

information, they represent the ability of a still to distill water according to the

input radiation energy. It is expressed as a percentage, and can be calculated as

follows: lJ = (me.hw}/Hs (dimensionless, where hw is the heat of evaporation of

water at the feed temperature, me is the mass of water evaporated and Hs is the

radiation on the horizontal water surface). For given values of hw, lines of

constant efficiency will be straight and passing through the origin (see Figure

3.5). These lines intersect the clear-day performance curve and indicate that the
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solar still operates with increasing efficiency as the solar radiation increases. The

average temperature of the water in the still basin increases with the radiation

intensity and produces an exponential increase in the vapour pressure within the

enclosure. The higher pressure is accompanied by more evaporation per unit of

heat input, thereby increasing the efficiency.

The amount of heat required to increase the water temperature to the temperature

of vapour formation plus the heat needed for vapour formation is given by in the

above equation. Arif Ileri (1997) used this equation to calculate efficiencies for a

set of different basin stills. The value hw was assumed to be 2.43 MJ/kg. One of

his interesting findings was that increasing the glass thickness lowered the

efficiency much more than the change in transmittance alone implies (e.g. 15.5%

efficiency loss versus 6.1% transmittance loss).

3.3 Experimental properties of locally-built basin solar still

A number of basin stills were built locally for evaluation purposes. In order to

facilitate future data comparison, the chosen design was similar in general

dimensions to the only commercial basin solar still that was available at the time

(designs were obtained from Mr H McCracken in the USA). The stills had

marine plywood frames, 20 mm polyurethane insulation and glass covers of

varying thicknesses with silicone sealant waterproofing and linings. The

horizontal basin area was typically 1,6 m 2. The sloped angle of the glass cover

was 3 ", Figure 3.7 shows a picture of one such still.

These stills were used to formulate an understanding of the numerous parameters

that influence the performance of such stills, i.e. construction materials, basin

dimensions, geographical position of application, prevailing climate, aspects of

solar radiation, productivity, efficiency and operating temperature. This was

needed as reference data to set up and execute in-house experimental

investigations to improve still productivity (see Chapters 7 to 12).
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Figure 3.7: Experimental solar still constructed locally.

3.3.1 Geographical position, climate and aspects of solar radiation

The evaluation of the locally manufactured solar stills was carried out at the

University of Stellenbosch in the Western Cape Province of South Africa, which

has the geographical position longitude 18 0 50' E and latitude 33 0 58 ' S. The

region has a Mediterranean winter rainfall climate with mild winters and hot

summers. The test site itself has an open sky view, apart from early morning

interference from nearby buildings on the eastern horizon.

The stills were positioned with the sloped cover facing north i.e. along the EIW

axis. Figure 3.8 shows the monthly angle of maximum solar radiation incidence

at the test site on a horizontal surface and on the still cover. Figure 3.9 shows

maximum-recorded radiation values for the test site recorded over the one-year

test period. Figure 3.10 shows the % transmittance of the window glass cover

for different angles of incidence as measured at 600 nm wavelength.
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DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION INCIDENCE ANGLE,
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Figure 3_8:Solar radiation incidence angle at Stellenbosch test site.
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Figure 3.9: Radiation profiles for Cape Town (long term average) and

Stellenbosch test site (recorded monthly maximum over test period) (Cape Town

and Stellenbosch are located within 50 km of each other).
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TRANSMITTANCE OF 3 mm WINDOW GLASS AT 600 nm
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Figure 3.10: Transmittance of glass cover oflocally built solar still.

3.3.2 Productivity

The daily output of one still was monitored intermittently over the period

October 1999 to September 2000. This was carried out by collecting the distillate

in a calibrated container. Figure 3.11 shows the productivity of the still over the

entire test period, while Figure 3.12 shows the productivity on selected cloudless

days.
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SOLAR RADIATION vs SOLAR STILL PRODUCTIVITY
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Figure 3.11: Production rate of experimental solar still.

SOLAR RADIATION vs STILL PRODUCTIVITY
(CLOUDLESS DAYS)
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Exponential equations best fit the data of both Figures 3.11 and 3.12, with the

productivity of the still being best described by the exponential equation:

5 10 15 20

DAILY RADIATION (MJ)

where P is the production rate (Lim 2.d) and R is the total daily solar radiation

(MJ). When the values obtained from Equation 3.1 are compared with those of

Figure 3.12: Production rate of experimental solar still on cloudless days.

P = 0.3451eo.o923R -------- 3.1
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Howe and Madani (Section 3.2.2), it can be seen that the correlation is good,

especially with higher solar radiation intensities (see Figure 3.13). Equation 3.1

will therefore be used in the following Sections and chapters to predict the

productivity of similar stills in the same environment.

COMPARITIVE PRODUCTIVITY EQUATIONS FOR
SOLAR DISTILLATION

Il:: 5
w
~ 4
~'ê
°"'E3w-.
:J::::!.i= 2
Cl)

ei

15 20 25 30 35o 5 10

Figure 3.13: Comparative equations for solar still productivities (Howe -

reference, Madani - reference and author's own data).

RADIATION (MJ I day)

I..... Howe-Madani ~From owndataI

3.3.3 Efficiency

The average monthly efficiencies of the solar still presented in Figure 3.11 were

calculated using the equation 17= {me.hw}/Hs given in Section 3.2.3, and are

presented in Figure 3.14.
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AVERAGE % EFFICIENCY VALUES FOR SOLAR STILL
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When the efficiency I radiation graph is studied (Figure 3.15), it confirms that,

for these specific still designs, increased solar radiation leads to improved

efficiencies. It also exposes their inherent economic drawback, namely, their

seasonal changes in efficiency, i.e. more than 50% lower efficiency during the

winter months than during summer.

Figure 3.14: Efficiency values for experimental solar still.
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Figure 3.l5: Efficiency versus solar radiation profile for experimental solar still.

Apart from there being fewer sunshine hours during winter, there is also a

reduction in direct solar radiation transmitted through the glass cover due to the
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change in the inclination angle of direct solar radiation. (Diffuse component of

global radiation for the Cape Town area is being accepted as being between 15%

and 25% of the global radiation (Still 1991)). From Figure 3.10 it can be seen

that with 3-mm window glass, at inclination angles of more than 60 0 relative to

the vertical, the % transmission falls below 80%. Figure 3.16 presents the

maximum number of direct radiation hours recorded on the 21 st of each month as

well as the maximum number of hours when more than 80% of direct solar

radiation will reach the still basin, assuming a two-dimensional sun trajectory

relative to the cover.
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TOTAL RADIATION AND DIRECT STILL RADIATION
HOURS, CAPE TOWN
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21 st of (MONTH)

I-Daylight (h) 0 Direct Radiation (h) 1

Figure 3.16: Total direct radiation and direct basin radiation hours.

Exponential equations are found when the radiation periods are plotted against

average monthly efficiencies (Figure 3.17).
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Figure 3.17: Correlation between average monthly efficiency and global and

direct radiation hours.

From Figure 3.17 it can be seen that nearly the same efficiency value will be

obtained irrespective whether the total direct radiation equation or the direct

basin radiation formu1a is applied. Since it is easy to obtain the time between

sunrise and sunset, the equation:

rt (%) = 2.7256 e 0.0033 t ------- 3.2,

together with equation 3.1 of Section 3.3.2, provide helpful means of making

first-order predictions of the performance of the experimental solar stills. Table

3.1 shows the correlation of calcu1ations carried out on randomly chosen days

using these equations versus values calcu1ated from actual measurements. Both

equations can be used to predict a solar still's performance in a 'calibrated'

environment and reasonable predictions of water production can be made. For

example, by using equation 3.2 the calculated efficiency for the period 1 to 20

October 2000 (with 755 daylight hours) was 32.3%. Calculations based on actual

average values were 31.5% (within 2%). The average daily radiation over the

period was 22.59 MJ/day and the average daily water production was 4826 mL.

The calculated daily production is 4438 (-8%). Although these equations still do

not provide very accurate results, the results are within the same margin of error
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as those obtained using much more complicated simulation calculations (Tiwari

1998).

Table 3.1: Correlation between actual and calculated values for productivity

(P) and efficiency (11)of» single solar still

74X1 6861 -7 41.2 39.7 -1.46

eeoo 83Xl -13 29.43 46.1 1!U12

seoo 7615 -21 51.33 43.0 -8.32

7000 6013 -24 46.42 38.6 -7.85

eeoo 5930 -10 39 32.7 -0.29

3450 3015 -13 28.52 25.0 -2.64

2000 20lI0 1.,5 21.98 22.0 0.03

1015 1251 23 18.17 19.4 1.18

13JO 1<tl5 8 18.96 21.1 2.23

1000 2001 33 16.34 23.8 7.49

4450 30.1

Aw: -5 Aw: ..0.90

From equations 3.1 and 3.2, as well as from similar characterisation attempts

made by other researchers (Madani 1989, Delyannis 1981), the following

conclusions can be made for the specific basin still design:

• Productivity will increase exponentially as solar radiation increases, irrespective

of season;

• Efficiency will increase linearly as solar radiation increases;

• Efficiency will increase exponentially as the duration of solar radiation increases

i.e. seasonal influences are significant;

• The above implies that, during the summer months, not only productivity but

also efficiency will be significantly higher than during winter, i.e. the efficiency

of a solar still is a seasonal characteristic and can only be used to compare stills

under similar environmental conditions;

• It is also clear that comparative experimental evaluations to increase productivity

(in order to lower distilled water cost) will have to be carried out under identical
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test conditions. This means either parallel field characterisation of a number of

test stills or in-house testing under controlled conditions. The latter option is

preferred due to the more reproducible test environment. The results are

discussed in Chapters 7 to 11.

3.3.4 Temperature profiles inside the still

The temperature profiles inside a test still were recorded over 24-hour intervals

at a data collection rate of IS minutes in order to have a reference framework for

further in-house characterisation. Calibrated thermocouples coupled to a

datalagger were used to measure temperatures at positions above the basin floor

indicated in Figure 3.18. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show temperature profiles on a

cloud-free day and an overcast day respectively.

UA
<3 t>
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s N
ED -- ....! ~*'. " •• -, 105mm inside air
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Figure 3.18: Positions of thermocouples inside solar still.
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TEMPERATURE PROFILE FOR 2 OCTOBER 2000
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Figure 3.19: Temperature profiles inside solar still on a cloudless day. The

relative global radiation profile over the same period is also shown (RAD).
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Figure 3.20: Temperature profiles inside solar still on a cloudy day. The relative

global radiation profile over the same period is also shown (RAD).
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These thermal profiles are in agreement with Figure 3.7. It can be seen that the

maximum still temperatures lag the solar radiation peak by approximately one

hour. Better insight into the heating behaviour can be obtained when analysing

the thermal profiles of Figure 3.19 during early morning (Figure 3.21), over

midday (Figure 3.22) and late afternoon (Figure 3.23). Radiation was measured

using a solar cell behind 3 mm window glass.

HEATING PROFILE FOR 2 OCTOBER 2000:
BETWEEN 7:45 AND 8:45

~.-------------------------------------------~

__ Basin

--15mmS
__ 45mmS

--75mmS
___ 105mmS

-+-Shadow
-+-15mmN
-45mmN
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--Ambient
--RAD

30 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------

10~------~ __ ~----~------~--------~------~

TIME

Figure 3.21: Heating profile of test still during early morning.
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Figure 3_22: Thermal profile oftest still over noon_
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Figure 3_23: Cooling profile of solar still.

From the above three Figures it IS now possible to characterise the typical
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heating and cooling behaviour of a still on a cloudless day (2 October 2000).

Figure 3.24 summarises this thermal behaviour of the experimental still. A good

correlation with the results obtained by Belessiotis (Figure 3.6) can be seen.
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Figure 3.24: Thermal and distillation behaviour of experimental test still.

The above Figure shows that the maximum rate of distillation coincides with the

peaks in internal and ambient temperatures (dotted line). Figure 3.25 shows the

distillation rate relative to the solar energy distribution on a clear

day.
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Solar Still Water Production
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Figure 3.25: Distillation rates versus relative solar energy spectnun recorded on

__ _9 September 2002.

The field data obtained was used to set up and execute in-house experimental

investigations aimed at increasing still productivity. It is also now possible to

position the experimental still onto Figure 2.10, assuming the experimentally-

measured daily average distillate production of3,3 Llm-2.d, measured over a one-

year period (Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.26: Position of experimental still on economic evaluation graph

([A]: current position, [B]: research goal)
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CHAPTER4

SOLAR STILL WATER QUALITY

4.1 Background

It is estimated that 60% of rural families in developing countries are without safe

and clean household water (Andreatta 1994). Inmany areas the groundwater has

too high a TDS (total dissolved solids) content, while the presence of specific

contaminants may have additional negative effects for human use, for example

(Natu 1979):

• the presence of high fluorine concentrations can lead to dental fluorosis,

• high sulphate concentrations can lead to gastro-intestinal irritation,

• some ions, like copper and iron, can negatively affect the taste of drinking

water, and

• high chloride con~e!ltJJl.tions can be _coI:rosiv~.

Solar still technology can be used to supply potable water to small rural

communities in specific geographical areas (e.g. as described in Chapter 1), as it

will not only desalinate brackish water but may destroy water borne pathogens as

well (EPSEA project, 1999).

4.2 Feedwater

The quality of the feed water can impact on the operational procedure of a solar

still, for example:

• turbid (unfiltered) water containing physical particles can block feeding

pipes and pumps,
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• feed water containing volatile organics may not be suitable for solar still

desalination as the organic compounds may distil over into the product

water,

• algae growth can be experienced as a problem in basin stills (Natu 1979)

(preventative measures include the use of copper sulphate or the use of

alternate construction materials), and

• scale deposit can occur in hard waters (AA Delyannis 1983) A

4.3 Recommended potable water specification

The maximum acceptable TDS value of drinking water recommended by the

World Health Organization (Jamieson 1986) is less than 500 mg/L, with the

maximum allowable limit being 1500 mg/L. This means that blending of distilled

water from a solar still with the saline feed water can be considered to increase

the water production capacity.

In the literature, references are often made to the applicable water standards of

----. ---- - ------the lJnited--Statt:~s-of America-and -specifically those-laid down by .the -REA

(Environmental Protection Agency, http://www.epa.gov/). The EPA is

responsible for the National Primary Drinking Water Regulations of the USA,

which are health-related standards that establish law-enforceable Maximum

A The degree of hardness can be expressed in terms of the standards developed by the US Water Quality
Association, which categorises water in terms of milligram per liter (mgIL) of calcium carbonate
equivalent (see the following Table).

The Langelier Saturation Index (LSI) is a calculated number that is used to predict the calcium carbonate
stability of water. The LSI is expressed as the difference between the actual system pH and the saturation
pH. The formula takes the following into account, namely: alkalinity (mg/L as CaC03), calcium hardness
(mg/L as Ca'"), IDS (mgIL), actual pH and the water temperature (0 C). Negative LSI values indicate no
scale formation potential, while positive values indicate that scale will form. Higher concentrations of Ca,
TDS and alkalinity all promote a greater tendency for scale.
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Contaminant Levels (MCLs). The EPA also sets non-enforceable MCL Goals

(MCLGs) at which no or known or anticipated adverse health effects in humans

are expected. National Secondary Drinking water Regulations are also laid down

by the EPA. These are also non-enforceable, and are guidelines regulating

contaminants that may cause cosmetic or aesthetic effects in drinking water. In

India the recommended safe limit for TDS in drinking water in arid regions is

only 1500 ppm, while each person should have access to 40 liters of water per

day of which 10 liters are meant for cooking and drinking. In Egypt the

suggested minimum volume of hygienic water for drinking and cooking purposes

is 5 liters per day per individual (Abulnour 1983). For South Africa, an amount

of drinking and cooking water of 3 to 4 liters per day per capita is recommended

(van Schalkwyk 1996).

Useful guidelines for assessing South African domestic water supplies exist, and

these address the quality of water for drinking (health and aesthetic), food

preparation, bathing and laundry (Quality of Domestic Water Supplies, (Second

Edition) Volume 1: Assessment Guide, WRC report TT 101/98, 1998). This

_ ___j)rovid~~ a handy _tQolfor water .managernent planning in.areas where solar stills

can be applied, as the bulk of household water can be of a higher TDS content

than is required for drinking and cooking purposes only. Of particular

importance are the fluoride and nitrate concentrations in rural water supplies,

where absolutely safe maximum levels of 0,7 ppm and 26 ppm respectively,

were recommended (Workshop Report, Water Research Commission, March

1999). Some relevant South African household water quality requirements are

presented and compared to EPA standards in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Typical household water quality standards

1: ntbe: not to be exceeded
2: MCLG: Maximum contaminant level
goal
3: MCL: Maximum contaminant level
4: PIS: Primary I secondary

4.4 Product water

4.4.1 Quality assurance

Routine testing to determine the distilled water quality is an essential part of the

running of a solar still unit or plant, especially when the distilled water is

blended with source water to increase production capacity and/or to lower water

cost. These tests may include the following:
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• electrical testing, which gives an indication of the concentration of

dissolved, ionised solutes. This can be related to salt content (TDS),

• turbidity (good drinking water should have no discernible turbidity),

• bacterial contamination, especially through counts to indicate the presence

of pathogens,

• residual chemicals from water pre-treatment (chlorine, copper sulphate)

• chemical analysis (e.g. specific elements such as Cl, S042-, Ca, Mg, F,

N03-, Cu, Fe, NaCI, alkalinity, hardness),

• other tests, such as for organic compounds and heavy metals need only be

carried out routinely if contamination is suspected and/or if initial feed

water testing have indicated such contamination.

4.4.2 Total Dissolved Solids

Total dissolved solids (TDS, temperature dependant) traditionally include

dissolved sub-micron particles smaller than 0.45 urn. A rough approximation is

that the TDS of a fresh-water source (in ppm or mg/L) can be obtained by

multiplying the Spectfi-ë conductance (iTi. I-ln/cm) Dy 0~65 (Kirk-Otnmef)-: -This

relationslUp follows mainlyrrom me 101liC mobUfty-on';j'I["" and-cr~carly,

solar distilled water at a pH of 7,3 has a conductivity of 7.6 j.LO./cm (or TDS less

than 5 ppm, Murasse 1989).

As has been highlighted in the literature study in Chapter 2, solar distillation is

primarily a desalination technology with all the demineralisation advantages

associated with a distillation process. Tables 4.2 (own research, feed water taken

near Elands Bay along RSA West Coast) and 4.3 (Tiwari 1986) illustrate this by

comparing the quality of solar distilled water with that of a tap water source.
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Table 4.2: Chemical quality of solar distilled water (feed water source:

seepage water near coast at Elands Bay, RSA West Coast)

Colour Yellow

Sodium 1576 0.7

Calcium 157 l.4

Magnesium 233 0.1

Chloride 2809 <1

Fluoride l.3 <0.1

TDS 5888 8

CaC03 1350 3.9

Table 4.3: Typical analysis of solar distilled water and tap water

Odour None None

pH 7.0 7.0

Total dissolved solids at 105°C (mg/L) 1109 18

310 6

Phenolphthalein as CaC03 0 0

Total alkalinity as CaC03 332 4

Total hardness as CaC03 440 4

Calcium hardness as CaC03 220 2

Magnesium hardness as CaC03 220 2

Dissolved solids as Si02 10 2

Dissolved iron as Fe 0 0

Total sulphates as S04 150 neglible
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4.4.3 Microbiological water quality

4.4.3.1 Contaminants and testing

It is practically impossible to keep water passing through any piping system

totally free of pathogens (protozoa, bacteria and viruses). There are a number

of water quality tests that can be used to determine the level of bacterial

contamination. The coliform bacteria test is a reliable indicator of pathogens;

and is measured in coliforms/ 100 mL. Total Plate Counts or the

Heterotrophic Plate Count provides an estimate of the total number of

bacteria that will develop into colonies during a period of incubation in a

nutrient (measured in colony-farming-units or cfu/mL). Other tests include

identification of specific bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, viruses

and pathogenic protozoans.

Because of the complexity and cost of testing for water-borne

____ microorganisms, ro_ll1(11~examination of water for pathogens is not always

feasible. It is furthermore important to keep in mind that a 'safe' water

indication at the moment of sampling does not necessarily guarantee safe

water an hour before or after testing.

4.4.3.2 Microbiological quality of solar distilled water

It is generally accepted that the distilled water produced by solar distillation

is sterile (coliform density equal to nil) due to the relatively high evaporation

temperatures inside the still (Tiwari 1986). Heating water to 65 0 C for 6

minutes will normally kill all germs, parasites and viruses. The hepatitis

virus, which is one of the most resistant intestinal pathogens, is killed within

10 minutes at 70 0 C and within 1 minute at 75 0 C. Such temperatures can

easily be obtained inside solar stills (Tiwari 1998).

It is, however, the quality of solar distilled water produced at lower operating

temperatures (e.g. during long overcast periods or during winter months) that
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is of concern. This uncertainty motivated an experimental investigation into

the microbiological cross-contamination potential inside a solar still, under

thermal conditions where the basin water temperature did not exceed

pasteurisation temperature.

Determination of microbiological cross-contamination potential inside a

solar still

Due to practical constraints such as ease of cleaning and disinfection, full-

sized stills were deemed unsuitable for the investigations. Two similar solar

still units, each about 1I40th of actual size (1500 ml capacity), were therefore

built with the same construction materials identified in Chapter 5, namely

polyurethane foam (frame and insulation), black flexible polypropylene

(lining), aluminium (gutter) and glass (removable cover). The experimental

set-up described in Chapter 7 was used to simulate daylight (see Figure 4.1,

second still used as control not shown).

Figure 4.1: Experimental set-up used to study microbiological water quality,

showing output controllable lamps (top), small solar still (below left) and

temperature I radiation data logger (below right).
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The microorganism used as indicators was Escherichia coli, which are

typical microbial contaminants containing a green fluorescent protein from

jellyfish for distinguishing purposes. Cells were grown overnight at 30 °C to

a concentration of ca. 108 cells per mL.

100 JlI of the E. coli solution was added to a saline water solution (TOS =

5000 mgIL) in both the experimental stills. The first (test) still was then

exposed to constant radiation for a period of 24 hours, while the second

(control) still was covered and kept at room temperature for the same period.

A data logger was used to measure the water temperature in the test still. The

concentration of microorganisms in the basin water of both stills, as well as

in the distillate of the test still, was measured at 8-hour intervals for up to 24

hours. This analyses was done on 2 mL duplicate water samples at the

required intervals. The experiment was repeated at different radiation levels

(to reach different temperatures). Figure 4.2 shows the results for the

different experiments.

TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON BASIN MICROBIAL ACTIVITY
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Figure 4.2: Pasteurisation effect in the still basin at different radiation levels

(as measured against effective still temperature).
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In all cases where distillation occurred, no microbiological contamination of

the distillate was measurable. It was further shown that the pasteurisation

efficiency inside the still basin decreased at temperatures lower than 50 oe. It
is however important to note that distillation will also not normally take place

under these conditions (see Figure 3.24). Under conditions of low basin

temperatures « 42 ° C), microbial activity increased with time. This means

that under environmental conditions where internal still temperatures are

relatively low (e.g. heavy overcast or rainy weather), complete pasteurisation

of the feed water will not be achieved.

Solar distilled product water will however normally be free of

microbiological contaminants during periods of low radiation. This should

however be further verified through a study that includes different types of

microbiological contaminants such as viruses and parasites. Brine disposal in

cases where the feed water contains microbiological contaminants should

also be addressed, specifically during conditions of relatively low solar

radiation.

4.5 Recommendations

From the literature overview and experimental investigations into solar distilled

water, the following recommendations regarding specifications related to a solar

still plant are made (also see Addendum):

• national health standards must be conformed to,

• identify relevant additional standards set by other facilities and institutions

(both national and international),

• from the above, draw up a set of limits for individual cases,

• monitor the water produced by solar distillation by testing according to the

above specification,

• further studies should be undertaken to determine the potential of microbial

contamination of solar distilled water produced by the basin solar still, i.e.

at different temperature profiles (simulating different environmental
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conditions) and different types of contaminants (i.e. parasites, bacteria,

viruses and fungi / algae), and

• the following diagram of water analyses is recommended for use with solar

still units and plants:

FEED WATER SOURCE

Microbial contamination No microbial contamination

Figure 4.3: Recommended solar still water analysis layout.
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CHAPTERS

IMPORTANT PROPERTIES OF

SOLAR STILL CONSTRUCTIONS MATERIALS

5.1 Background

The construction cost of a solar still consists of two main contributing factors,

namely the labour and the material costs. As both these costs are however

dependant on a number of uncontrollable and time dependant factors, the

identification of the material qualities and the subsequent evaluation of potential

substitute materials within a cost framework is better suited to this study. For the

purposes of examples used in this study, labour costs will be expressed in South

African Rands, and material costs at the time of evaluation will be used.

At the start of this research project in 1999, the local construction cost of a basin

still was about R500/m 2. Figure 5.1 shows the relative contribution of each still

-~ component-at the-time. --

Cl nsulation
12%

28%

COST CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR STILL COMPONENTS

.Waterproofing and IilIExterior paint
lining 6%
15%

IilILabour

C

Figure 5.1: Relative cost contribution of solar still components.
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5.2 Requirements for different solar still components

Figures 3.24 and 5.1 show that halving the still construction cost can halve the

cost of solar distilled water. In order to identify cheaper construction materials it

was first necessary to identify the specifications for each component (frame,

cover, waterproofing lining, exterior and insulation). The impact on labour was

evaluated in terms of the increase/decrease in costs (Rands) resulting from the

use of substitute materials.

5.2.1 Frame

A suitable solar still frame must be lightweight, structurally strong enough to

support the basin with saline water, rigid without a tendency to deform,

environmentally durable and resistant to chemical and physical degradation. The

insulation can form part of the frame, and serves to limit heat loss from the basin

to the environment. Table 5.1 summarises typical frame materials from the

literature. Other materials include polycarbonate and plywood.

Table 5.1: Solar still frame materials

Polyurethane

plaster

Cement sidewalls reinforced with Kuhla 1998

chicken-wire

Aluminium

Poly-ester composite with uv Tiwari 1986

retardant / glass

Sidewalls and partition walls Lof 1961

I mm GI with 5 cm glass-wool Madani 1989

insulation

3 lnm frame with fibreglass Rahim 1995

insulation

Tiwari 1991

Ferro cement

Wood

Fibre reinforced plastic

Insulated with 5 cm glass wool

Concrete

Galvanised iron

Rigid one-piece foam frame Geddes 1982
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5.2.2 Cover

The solar still cover material must allow good transmission (low absorbance) of

solar radiation over the widest possible wavelength band. The material must be

rigid, have good wettability, must be resistant to photochemical degradation and

have physical stability over the application temperature range. Table 5.2 lists

typical cover materials.

Table 5.2: Solar still cover materials

Glass

Treated glass

Tempered glass

Glass I plastic

Plastic film

Plastics

plane

Standard patio glass

2,5 mm window glass

I mm polyethylene film

CA, PC, GRP, polyester-acrylic laminate,

PVF, FEP film

McCracken 1985

Lof 1961

Murase 1989

Geddes 1982

Improved wettability; reduced horizontal Arif Ileri 1997

5.2.3 Lining

The basin lining absorbs transmitted solar energy; it heats up, and then conducts

the heat to the water in the basin. Normally it serves the additional purpose of

waterproof mg. The requirements of the lining are good heat absorbance (black

surface), thermal stability over the application temperature range (no

degradation), chemical stability (no saline water corrosion) and chemical

inertness (no volatile components). Table 5.3 summarises typical lining

materials.
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Table 5.3: Solar still lining materials

.........•Bêfe.rellcë

Lof1961

Tiwari 1991

Tiwari 1996

Ouahes 1987

Maalej 1991

Madani 1989

Kulha 1998

Yadav 1987

Plastic / rubber

Black polyvinyl spray

0,5 mm black Mylar liner

Black poly-ethylene

Polypropylene, PVC, black ABS, I mm black

butyl rubber

Impervious material for basin liner

Together with GI still basin

Blackened FRP

0,1 black anodised aluminium

Asphalt

Fibre reinforced plastic

Aluminium

5.2.4 Other materials

The exterior of a solar still provides protection against its physical environment.

This environment is typically hot and dry, although conditions such as rain, frost

------aha saline mist spray can also occur. The requirements of the-exterior surface

are quite similar to those for the coating of buildings, and therefore good quality

exterior paint can be used.

Collection channels inside a still must be inert so as to not contaminate the

distilled water. Typical materials include aluminium (Natu 1979) and PVC (El-

Haggar 1993).

The piping costs of a still are normally insignificant, but care must still be taken

to use materials that do not degrade over the application temperature range.
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5.3 Material evaluation

Evaluation of construction materials involved identifying relevant characteristics

for each of the still components presented in Section 5.2, evaluating different

alternative materials, and then integrating economically feasible combinations of

components conforming to these characteristics into prototype stills for further

evaluation.

5.3.1 Frame

The frame of the reference still was an aluminium framework with 25 mm high-

density polyurethane foam insulation for the basin floor and sidewalls (thermal

transmittance 0,74 Wim 2). This framework conforms to the requirements of

Section 5.1.1. It does however contribute significantly to the total still cost

(about 40% or R200/m 2). Table 5.4 summarises commercially available frame

alternatives with cost comparisons.

.Table 5.4.: Comparison.nf solar.still frame materials.

Brick / cement / ferro cement + 0.950

Marine plywood 0 0.144

Galvanised iron + 50.00

Wood + 0.042

Fibre-reinforced plastic 0 0.035

Polyurethane foam (no support frame) + 0.026

(+: cheaper than reference; 0: similar or more expensive than reference).

Thermal conductivity from http://www.public.lastate.edu/-greenhouse/unit2.html

Stills built on-site (cement, concrete, etc), galvanised iron (GI) stills, wooden stills

and polyurethane stills will generally cost less than aluminium frame stills. In the

case of cement stills, however, the increased number of man-hours needed for on-
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site construction will probably offset the material savings.

The lifetime and technical suitability of the remaining frameworks were also

evaluated. Such an experimental investigation was carried out over a one-year

period: five stills with different frameworks: cement, FRP, painted wooden,

marine ply and GI frames were constructed and exposed to the environment. All

stills had black silicone linings and 3 mm glass covers. The cement and FRP stills

did not have polyurethane insulation. For most of the test period the stills were

empty. Figure 5.2 shows some of the stills at the environmental test site.

Figure 5.2: Testing of still frames constructed from different materials.

After the test period both the FRP and marine plywood frames showed no signs of

physical degradation and maintained their functionality, confirming their

suitability as alternative frameworks. The wood-framed still was visibly deformed,

and it was leaking. The GI still rusted despite its pre-treatment, and consequently

contaminated the distillate. Furthermore, its glass cover cracked three times over

the test period, which indicated that the difference in expansion coefficients

between the glass and the frame was too great. The cement still also started

cracking and leaking soon after the experiment commenced. This part of the

evaluation was subsequently aborted after only two months because of the high

maintenance inputs.
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From the experimental results and results tabulated in Table 5.4 it was concluded

that the use of an aluminium framework together with polyurethane insulation

remained a preferable functional option, especially if a light-weight unit is

preferred (e.g. if the units are to be moved regularly). The use of FRP or marine

plywood offered no real cost advantage. A cost reduction of about 40 % on

aluminium frame stills could be achieved through the use of a thinner aluminium

frame and treated wooden support barriers on the exterior. Different types of

insulation materials were not evaluated due to the suitability (lowest thermal

conductivity, Table 5.4) and low cost of 'Structalite'. A further 10% cost saving

was possible through the use of 20 mm isolation foam (0,87 Wim 2 thermal

transmittance). The importance of the insulation material has been discussed in

Section 5.1.

5.3.2 Cover

Glass is by far the most common option for solar still cover material, and the

reference still was fitted with ordinary 4-mm window glass (18% of the told cost,

____ Figure 5.1). The econo_mic benefit of using glass becomes apparent when a

comparison is made between it and other alternatives (Table 5.5). In addition,

window glass is freely available in rural areas.

Table 5.5: Comparison of solar still cover materials

'Perspex' ®

Polyethylene film

Fluoropolymer film

+

o

6 mm tempered glass

3 mm window glass

3 mm polycarbonate

PVC

+

(+: cheaper than reference; 0: similar to reference; - more expensive than reference).
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5.3.2.1 Solar energy transmittance

A presentation of the solar energy spectrum is given in Figure 5.3. The 90 0

incident % transmittance measured for different cover materials over the solar

spectrum is given in Figure 5.4.

Solar Irradiance at TOA
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E 0.06
~
~ 0.05
c::
ro 0.04
~
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êi.i
S 0.02
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10000 20000
Wavenumber (cm-1)
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Figure 5.3: Solar energy spectrum

(Top of Atmosphere [TOA]: black line; solar irradiance at sea level: red line).
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of % solar energy transmittance for different solar still

cover materials.
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McCracken (1985) reported the following wavelength-independent transmittance

values for different cover materials (Table 5.6).

Table 5.6: % Transmittance of common solar still cover materials.

·%~otár
... )rll.ri~U1i~i~n#.··

. . .'. , .

..thtn~imttán:~e
<291

86
86
90
89
90

Ordinary window glass

Polycarbonate (PC)

Polyethylene

Polyrnethylrnethacrylate (PMMA)

Polyvinylfluoride (PVF)

2

6

80
6

58

In Section 3.2.1 the importance of the cover transmitting the maximum amount

of solar radiation (mainly visible and near infrared spectrum) was stated. Figure

5.4 and Table 5.6 show that glass, PMMA, PC and PVF perform well in this

respect, with 3 mm window glass having the broadest average transmittance. The

useful solar transmittance 'window' through glass is approximately between 350
~ - -- - ---

and 2550 nm. Low infrared transmittance of glass is also important, as this will

'trap' the heat radiated from the basin inside the still.

5.3.2.2 Impact resistance

Glass has a notably lower impact resistance than PC, acrylic and PVC panels of

equivalent thickness (http://www.public.lastate.edu/-greenhouse/unit2.html).

Glass, also having the highest specific gravity of these materials, can thus be

regarded as least suitable from a handling viewpoint.

Plastic films in general have the drawback that, although their impact resistance

may be high, the use of such films would have a design impact necessitating the

use of additional hardware to keep the film tightly stretched over the basin

(Wilkerson 1992).
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5.3.2.3 Wettability

It is known that untreated plastic materials often have poor wetting properties

(Maalej 1991). McCracken (1985) categorised alternative cover materials in

terms of wettability as excellent (glass), treatable (PVF, PMMA, PC) and

possibly treatable (PE). Cover treatment, being temporary, is non-ideal from a

practical viewpoint and therefore glass is preferable.

Determining the positive wetting ability of window glass by distilled water was

carried out at room temperature with a Cahn Dynamic Contact Angle Model 322

instrument. Results were compared to those of two other cover materials, PC and

PMMA). The following 8R-values were recorded: 410 for glass, 550 for PC and

42 0 for PMMA. None of the surfaces displayed complete or thorough wetting

with distilled water with regard to advancing as well as receding contact angles.

5.3.2.4 Photochemical stability

The uv-stability of the cover material is important as degradation of the cover can

lead to malfunction of the still. Glass and PMMA are regarded as having

excellent uv resistance (life span 20 years +) (McCracken 1985), while PVF,

PVC and PC must be treated to make them less susceptible to uv degradation and

to achieve life spans in excess of 10 years. PE is not uv resistant and such films

will normally have to be replaced every three years or less.

5.3.2.5 Physical stability

Important physical properties of the still cover material are: thermal

transmittance (preferably high, see Section 3.2.1), thermal expansion (preferably

low due to sealed joint with frame, see Section 5.3.1) and maximum application

temperature (should be higher than maximum expected operational temperature

of up to 100 0 C). Table 5.7 compares these properties for selected cover

materials.
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Table 5.7: Physical properties of cover materials

Pol ycarbonate <3 127
Polyethylene film 50 13 (sheet) 71
Pol ymethylmethacry late 5 6,8 93

Polyvinylchloride 25 80
Polyvinyl fluoride 20 13 (sheet) 107

(from http://www.cisti.nrc.cal , http://www.edlrine.com/ and http://www.tangram.co.uk )

Although glass exhibits poor thermal transmittance properties, it has a low

thermal expansion coefficient and high operational maximum temperature. PE,

PMMA and PVC have favourable thermal transmittance, but are unsuitable for

interfacing with the expected maximum temperatures inside the solar still.

-S..).2.-6-Conclus-ions-and-r-ecommendatien-s

The recommended cover for further investigation was 3-mm window glass

because:

• it has the lowest cost per m 2 of the candidate materials;

• it is commercially freely available and a well known commodity;

• glass exhibits good solar energy transmittance over the widest wavelength

range;

• it has excellent uv-stability;

• it has a low coefficient of thermal expansion; and

• it has a high operational temperature ceiling.

Negative properties of glass are its low impact strength and low thermal

transmittance. lts wettability is acceptable although not displaying complete or

thorough wetting with distilled water (8R-value of 41°).
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The use of 3 mm window glass rather than 4-mm window glass resulted in a cost

saving of33% on the cover.

5.3.3 Lining

The lining covers the interior base and sidewalls of the still. The preferential use

of a black lining for maximum heat emissivity (e oe T 4) has been discussed in

Section 3.2.l. The lining of the reference still was acetic acid-cured black

silicone ('Bostik 2550') and contributed 15 % to the still cost (Figure 5.1). Table

5.8 compares the unit costs of typical black lining options.

Table 5.8: Price comparison of candidate lining materials.

Black sihcone RTV sealant ('Bostik 2550)

Nitrile rubber mats

Laminated 'Neoprene' rubber

Polyethylene sheets

density polyethylene __

Polyurethane adhesive ('Genkem BAW 536')

Polyurethane waterproofing paint ('Durapond')

Polypropylene (PP), vacuum formed

Polypropylene sheets ('Correx')

Black ceramic tiles

(+)

(+: cheaper than reference; (+):

+

o

+

(+)

+

((+))

ID mass produced quantities; ((+)): additional

waterproofing materials required; 0: similar to reference; -: more expensive than reference)

5.3.3.1 Thermal stability

While the temperature inside an operational still will probably never exceed

90 0 C, temperatures in excess of 120 0 C have been measured inside dry stills

exposed to direct solar radiation. Hence, as a precaution the lining should

therefore be thermally stable i.e. not undergo any phase transitions (measured by

Differential Scanning Calorimeter) or chemical degradation (weight loss

measured by Thermal Gravimetric Analysis) from ambient temperatures
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(minimum 0 0 C) to up to 130 0 C. The thermal properties of the candidate

materials are as listed in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: DSC and TGA results for lining alternatives.

Nitrile rubber mats >180 0,2 0,4

Laminated 'Neoprene' rubber 133 0,3 0,6

Polyethylene sheets 118 softened

High density polyethylene 116 softened

Polyurethane adhesive ('Genkem BAW 536') < 140 0,1 0,3

Polyurethane waterproofing paint ('Durapond') > 140 0,4 1,5

Polypropylene (PP), vacuum formed 146

Polypropylene sheets ('Correx') 141 < 0,1 <0,1

Black ceramic tiles >200 < 0,1 <0,1
-_,---- ~-- -_._-- ---

The above DSC results show that polyethylene linings cannot be used up to 130

o C as weight losses of more than 1% were measured at 130 0 C for the

polyurethane-based paint.

5.3.3.2 Chemical stability

The lining must be resistant to hot, saline water. A first order go / no go test was

designed whereby 7 X 7 cm 2 squares of the different lining materials were

subjected to a 24 hour reflux period in one liter of a 33% NaCI solution,

whereafter 500 mL of distillate was collected. This test was carried out in order

to determine lining degradation through (i) visual colour changes in the saline

water over the test period and (ii) sensible detection of contaminants in the

distillate. The results are presented in Table 5.10. Paint and PE testing was not

completed due to their thermal unsuitability (Section 5.3.3).
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Table 5.10: First-order degradation studies on lining materials.

Nitrile rubber mats Intense Strong

Laminated 'Neoprene' rubber Intense Strong

Polyethylene sheets No No

High density polyethylene No No

Polyurethane adhesive ('Genkem BAW 536') No Strong

Polyurethane waterproofing paint ('Durapond')

Polypropylene (PP), vacuum formed No No

Polypropylene sheets ('Correx') No No

Black ceramic tiles No No

Although subjective to a degree, Table 5.10 confirms the good corrosive

resistance of PE and PP, while also indicating the potential problem of volatile

contaminants associated with multi-component rubbers.

5.3.3.3 Environmental exposure

Experimental stills with different lining materials (Silicone sealant, PE, vacuum

formed PP, hollow PP sheets and ceramic tiles) were exposed to natural solar

radiation over a one-year period at the environmental test site. The stills were

dry i.e. maximum temperature exposure was obtained. The stills were routinely

visually inspected and also after test completion. The silicone sealant and tile

linings seemed relatively intact, although the presence of air bubbles in the

silicone lining suggested that the bond between the silicone sealant and the

insulation foil was deteriorating. The vacuum-formed PP showed signs of

discolouring, while the Correx also showed distinct surface cracks. The PE

lining had completely disintegrated.

5.3.3.4 Conclusions and recommendations

It was determined that the existing use of black silicone sealant was not preferred
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due to the negative taste effect it transfers into the distilled water.

Black pp lining was recommended for further investigation because it provides a

cheaper alternative to silicone sealant (the use of hollow 6 mm 'Correx' pp

sheets instead of silicone sealant reduced the lining costs by 48%), it requires

less labour hours to assemble and it appears physically and chemically stable in

a corrosive environment over the desired temperature range.

Potential long-term uv and hot water exposure stability problems associated with

the use of the different types of pp need to be addressed to determine the lifetime

of the lining. The use of other types of black pp (e.g. flexible PP) should also

be investigated.

5.3.4 Other components

Due to the relatively small impact other components such as exterior paint and

piping have on the still costs (~ 6%), they were not addressed as part of the

.~ __ jnvest!gatio~._The~llitabi_l!_ty of commercially ayailable _exterior PVA paint was

confirmed over a three-year solar still plant trial run under harsh conditions in

_Bushmanland. South Africa (Goldie et _a/20Q3). Silicone tubing remained

preferable as distillate piping due to its inertness over a wide temperature range.

Silicone sealant was used to fix the cover panes to the frame.

5.4 Substitute material screeningmodel

From the requirements for the different still components (Section 5.2) and

following the material evaluation tests, it is now possible to evaluate substitute

materials for the different components for the specific still design. This

evaluation must be carried out in cost context i.e. it must eventually have an

economic benefit (cheaper still). Table 5.11 summarises these screening tests,

and provides criteria for future evaluation.
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Table 5.11: Screening matrix for alternative still components

)...... ,. /' > .... :: ..: < •.•"...:...'.....•..< •••••••..•<•.•.••••..•1.:./···.••••·••••••~~~tll.: •...•...•r~w"'m/••••••···•··<•••..'Rël~yWte>
Frame! insulation Weight Frame mass Low

Support strength Design calculation Critical

Durability Environmental exposure Critical

Thermal insulation Thermal conductivity High

Cover Solar energy % transmittance Critical

Rigidity Impact resistance High

Wettability Receding contact angle Critical

Photochemical stability Uv degradation High

Physical properties Thermal transmittance, Low

Coefficient of thermal expansion, Low

Max application temp Critical

Lining Thermal stability DSC Critical

TGA Critical

Chemical stability Saline water boil! discolouring Critical

AFM

Taste! smell, Critical

Distilled water quality Chemical analysis High

-
Critical

- - -- -- - - -

(Low: normally acceptable for use; HIgh: only acceptable If supenor lil other respects; Critical:

Failure to conform excludes the use of the component)

From the above screening matrix it was possible to propose a component design,

which had a cost reduction impact of 34% on the reference still (conservatively

assuming the same number of man-hours to construct the still). The proposed

redesigned still consisted of polyurethane insulation supported by an aluminium /

wood frame, 3 mm window glass cover and a pp lining.

From Figure 5.6 the positive econorruc impact of the use of these proposed

materials in still construction can be seen (the arrow indicates the reduction of

distilled water cost from RIIO/m2 [A] to R70/m2 [C].

With the material evaluation model now in place, the emphasis of the research

was on improving the overall still productivity through in-house (laboratory)

studies, as described in the following chapters.
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Figure 5.5: Distilled water cost improvement through the use of proposed

cheaper construction materials

(A: distilled water cost of reference still; B: research goal; C: distilled water cost

after design improvements).
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CHAPTER6

IMPORTANT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF

SOLAR RADIATION, GLASS COVER AND FEED WATER

6.1 Background

The importance of maximum transmittance of solar radiation into the feed water

inside a solar still, in order to achieve maximum yield, has been discussed in

Chapter 3.

The transmittance depends on:

a. Wavelength of solar radiation.

b. Thickness and type of cover (in this case glass).

c. Angle of incidence of solar radiation.

The wavelength of the solar spectrum falls within certain limits. The thickness of

the glass cover used in this study varied from 3 to 6 mm (ordinary window glass

was selected for economic reasons). The angle of incidence varies according to

the season (Figure 3.8). Hence it was decided to investigate the relationship

between these three variables in order to establish a useful solar radiation

bandwidth for the solar still cover.

6.2 Solar radiation spectrum

6.2.1 Wavelengths of solar radiation

Figures 5.3, 6.1 and 6.2 give presentations of the solar energy spectrum. The

solar spectrum has a peak close to 500 nm and consists roughly of 10%

ultraviolet, 45% visible, 45% infrared radiation (Os ram technical brochure).
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Figure 6.1: Solar radiation spectrum.

The peaks recorded at sea level are attributed to absorption by atmospheric

carbon dioxide and water vapour and can be related to the combination tones and

overtones of the fundamental vibrations of the CO2 and H20 molecules.
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Figure 6.2: Solar radiation spectrum relative to visible light.
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6.2.2 Thickness and type of glass

Ordinary glass of the soda-lime-silica type (window or plate glass) can transmit

more than 90% of the incident radiation in the UV-A and visible regions of the

spectrum, provided the Fe203 content is lower than 0.035%. If this content is

higher then the transmittance is somewhat decreased.

6.2.3 Angle of incidence of solar radiation

The maximum angle of incidence (relative to the horizontal) on the glass cover

of the still in Stellenbosch varies between 30 0 in winter to 76 0 in summer.

6.3 Determination of transmission properties of glass

An attachment (see Figure 6.3) was constructed to vary the angle of incidence

with respect to the main beam of the spectrometers. This attachment was used to

position a glass square in the sample compartments of a GBe UVNIS 920 and

Perkin Elmer 1600 FTIR spectrometers. The % transmission was then recorded

over the relevant wavelength region.

Detector

Rotation axis I

Calibration for

Spectrometer sample holder

Figure 6.3: Attachment placed in UVNIS and FTIR spectrometer sample

compartments for recording % transmission of glass at varying angles of

incidence.
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6.4 Experimental results

The results of these investigations are presented in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: Influence of glass thickness on transmittance of window glass.

The transmittance is uniform at a high level for angles of incidence ranging from

o to 40° and drops sharply as the angle approaches 90° (Figures 6.5 and 3.8).
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Figure 6.5: Influence of angle of incidence on radiation transmitted through

3-mm window glass.
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From Figures 6.5 and 6.6 it can be seen that even at low angles of incidence,

more than 50 % of direct radiation will pass through the 3 mm glass cover

between 330 nm (30303 cm-I) and 2740 nm (3650 cm -I).

3 mm GLASS TRANSMISSION

60%
I-

40%

20%

O%+--L-----r------~--------~------_r--~--~
3000 4000 5000o 1000 2000

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.6: Transmittance of3-mm window glass.

6.5 Useful solar radiation bandwidth for solar still cover

From Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 a useful radiation bandwidth for the solar still

cover could be extracted. This is presented in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Useful solar radiation window.
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The useful solar bandwidth is thus between 3 600 cm -1 (2 775 nm) and 28000

cm -1 (357 nm) for the specific solar still used in this investigation.

6.6 Absorbance of water

The absorbance spectrum of distilled water over a broad spectral range IS

presented in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Absorption spectrum of distilled water (visible light range

highlighted).

The large peak on the left of Figure 6.8 is due to the electronic excitation of the

water molecule. This is followed by a region of no absorption in the visible

region (highlighted) and therefore maximum radiation penetration depth.

The peaks at longer wavelengths are due to vibrational excitation of the water

molecule. These peaks appear as the result of overtones and combination tones of

the fundamental vibrations of the water molecule. They appear in the near

infrared region.

Behind the glass cover the effective absorption range is limited by the useful

solar bandwidth (Figure 6.7). The absorbance of water in this region is given in

Figure 6.9.
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ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF WATER
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Figure 6.9: Absorption spectrum of water over effective solar radiation range

behind glass cover.

6.7 Conclusions and recommendations

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 provide valuable insight into the radiation absorption

behaviour of the water inside the still:

• The visible radiation transmitted through the cover will also be transmitted

through the water and absorbed only by the basin lining,

• The water depth in the basin will determine to what degree near infrared

radiation will be absorbed by the water. In the test set-up, the maximum

basin water depth was 32 mm. This means that radiation with wavelengths

from I 000 nm and upwards will also be absorbed by the water, while from

wavelengths 2 000 nm and upwards, nearly all radiation will be absorbed

by the water (radiation penetration depth less than 1mm),

• The shallower the water depth in the basin, the greater the bandwidth of the

radiation transmitted to the liner - see Figure 6.8. (At wavelengths longer

than about 1 000 nm the intensity of solar radiation decreases dramatically,

refer Figure 6.1, due to the solar radiation characteristics and the

modification thereof by the water vapour in the atmosphere.)

• These facts dictate that the liner must be able to absorb the greater

bandwidth of radiation transmitted to it and to convert it into heat.

Consequently the liner must be black, therefore absorbing all wavelengths
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in the visible and near infrared region. This is due to electronic excitation

of the dye molecules normally used in the lining material. The electronic

energy is converted through internal conversion to vibrational energy of the

liner matrix. This vibrational energy is transferred to the water molecules

in the basin by collision and radiation and thereby causes it to be heated.

• With the above understanding of the properties of the incoming radiation,

the still cover and the feed water, it is now possible to design a laboratory

test setup to study productivity enhancement in greater detail (Chapter 7).
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CHAPTER 7

DESIGN OF EQUIPMENT USED TO EVALUATE THE

EFFICIENCY OF SOLAR STILLS IN-HOUSE

7.1 Background

Important literature and experimental properties of oper~tional basin solar stills

were discussed in Chapter 3. It however becomes apparent that the theoretical

insight necessary to design and execute still efficiency improvements based on

field trials will be almost impossible because of the number and complexity of

seasonal, site and meteorological dependant variables (best illustrated by Figures

3.5 and 3.20). An in-house test facility, in which the number of variables could

be limited and controlled, was therefore designed and used. This test facility had

to the following features:

• spacious enough to allow experiments to be carried out on solar still

prototype units resembling the basin design configuration including inlet,

outlet and distillate piping as well as measuring equipment,

• equipped with a radiation source which at least simulates the solar

spectrum through the glass transmittance window (Figure 6.7),

• a controlled environment in terms of ambient temperature and air flow, and

• should initial characterisation show positive results, the facility be able to

be upgradeable to allow more sophisticated testing.

A laboratory facility that adequately conformed to the above requirements was

consequently identified and equipped for the in-house tests on solar stills

described in this Chapter and also in Chapters 8 to Il.

7.2 Experimental set-up

The initial experimental set-up consisted of two experimental basin stills, an

overhead adjustable framework onto which six light bulbs could be fitted, piping
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for feeding and flushing the stills with municipal tap water, and piping from the

stills to calibrated distillate containers. Thermocouples were used to record

temperature profiles, and distillate production was measured volumetrically.

Figure 7.1 shows the experimental layout.

A

B

D

c

E

F

Figure 7.1: Arrangement for in-house solar still testing (A: Light source, B:

Height adjustable frame, C: Solar still # 1, D: Feed water piping, E: Solar still #

2, F: Distillate piping to volumetric measurement container).

7.2.1 Radiation source

One of the first problems was the choice of a radiation source that would

satisfactorily simulate the useful part of the solar spectrum. So-called daylight

lamps exist, but these are of the fluorescent types, they are lengthy in size but

have very low « 30 W) output. A number of commercial light suppliers were

approached, and eventually Osram 'SICCATHERM' lamps (250 W) were

recommended. These lamps are commercially available as 'red' or 'clear, which

is best illustrated by their radiation profiles (Osram Technical brochure) as

presented in Figure 7.2, which also compares the radiation profiles of the lamps
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relative to the solar energy spectrum.
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Figure 7.2: Relative energy distributions of OSRAM Siccatherm lamps and solar

energy spectrum.

Figure 7.2 shows that the clear lamp spectrum simulates the solar spectrum to a

reasonable degree. The red lamp is of lower intensity and excludes the visible

radiation spectrum < 600 nm. Both lamps have a radiation peak at about 1000

nm, which is about 500 nm higher than that of the solar spectrum.

7_2.2 Solar still description

Two similar solar stills, each 12,5 liter in capacity, were constructed for the

experimental test runs. The still designs were scaled-down versions of the

commercially available basin still referred to in Section 2.3. The frames were

made of marine plywood exterior (able to support instrumentation probes firmly)

with 20-mm polyurethane foam insulation on the interior base and sidewalls.

Ordinary 3-mm window glass, with transmittance properties described in Section

6.1.1, was used as cover material, Bostik 2550-silicone sealant was used as lining

material as it was convenient for the installation and removal of recording

probes. One of the stills (Cl) was completely lined with black silicone,

simulating the stills used for field characterisation (Section 3.3), and was used as

reference. The other still (C4) was lined with white silicone sealant (Figure 7.1)
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. in order to study the performance difference between the stills due to lining

colour differences. Both stills had silicone tubing for feed water inlets and

distillate outlets. The distillate production of the stills was gravitated from the

stills and collected separately. The stills were positioned underneath the lamps in

such a manner that the radiation distribution on the covers was evenly spread and

optimal. The angle of incidence onto the covers was fixed (97 0).

7.2.3 Instrumentation for recording of heating profiles inside stills

At first the temperature profiles inside the stills were recorded with temperature

probes (± 0.15 oe accuracy) connected to a four-channel Pace Scientific XR440

pocket data logger. Using this configuration it was possible to record

combinations of temperatures of the water inside the basin, at different heights in

the air mass above the water, at both sides of the cover and of the immediate

surroundings. After completion of an experiment the data was transferred to

MS-Excel for interpretation. Figure 7.3 shows typical temperature profiles

obtained from initial in-house characterisation.

In later experiments it became clear that more simultaneous data collection

points were necessary. An analogue data logger capable of recording up to

sixteen channels of temperature, pressure, radiation and other voltage-induced

signals was the custom designed and built by the Department of Physics,

University of Stellenbosch. Data accuracy resolution was specified and tested to

be better than 99%. This data logger could be operated from a solar cell, and was

also used for the field experiments described in Section 3.3. Figure 7.3 also

shows typical temperature profiles obtained with this data logger.
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Figure 7.3: Typical temperature profiles obtained with Pace Scientific (top) and

custom built (bottom) data logger.
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Distillation rates and volumes were measured volumetrically by placing a

calibrated siphon discharge, modified from a GC fraction counter, in the distillate

piping. The occurrence and time of discharge of a fixed volume of distillate

were counted and recorded electronically by electrodes measuring the current

loss on discharge. Figure 7.4 presents a diagram of the apparatus, while Figure

7.5 shows typical results.

10 20 30
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Figure 7.4: Volumetric discharge container used for measurement of distillation

rates and volumes.
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Radiation distribution from the incandescent lamps onto the still covers was

measured qualitatively with a Macken Instruments P20Y calorimeter-type power

probe. This was done by first zeroing the probe inside a dark container and then

16:48 21:36 02:24
Time

Figure 7.5: Format of results from siphon volume counter.
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exposing the absorbing head for one minute to the light source. With the

experimental set-up pictured in Figure 7.1, the radiation deviation measured at

random over the still covers was less than 15% (between 1,9 and 2,2 W).

A calibrated solar cell was used to determine the approximate radiation intensity

onto the still covers. This solar cell was first calibrated externally through

correlation with solar radiation data on a number of cloudless days, as received

from the nearby Nietvoorbij meteorological station (Figure 7.6).

2 3 4 5

LOGGER READING (X 10000)

6 7

SOLAR CEll CALIBRAliON CURVE

4,-------------------------------------------~

:::::::::::::._::::::::::_::::::::::::_:::::::::::::_::::::::::::::::_:::::::::_::_::::::~:;~--:::-
-------------------------------------------._----------------------------------.--------

Figure 7.6: Calibration curve for solar cell used for indoor characterisation tests

(hourly values measured on cloudless days).

Using the above curve, it was possible to correlate the indoor radiation intensity

under clear lamps with solar radiation (Figure 7.7).
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LAMP RADIATION INTENSITY ON SOLAR STILL COVER
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Using the calibration curve established in Figure 7.6 and the productivity

equation P = O.3541l-09923 R (Equation 3.1) as determined for the still Cl (see

Secti()n3.3.:n a productivity correlation graph for different in-house radiation

exposure periods was drawn up (Figure 7.8).

o 2 4

Figure 7.7: Radiation intensity from Siccatherm lamps on still covers (raw data).
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VALUES FOR INHOUSE STILL
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Figure 7.8: Correlation between measured and calculated distillate volumes for

in-house still (still Cl, clear lamps, radiation intensity as per Figure 7.7).
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7.3 Conclusions and recommendations

From Figure 7.8 it can be seen that under the specific experimental conditions,

the best productivity correlation with expected field values will be obtained

between 8 and 18 hours (equal to total radiation of between 8 and 18 MJ/m2
).

This means that this particular experimental test arrangement is particularly well

suited for simulating conditions corresponding to low solar radiation, such as can

be expected with low daily direct sunshine hours (e.g. winter and cloudy days,

see Figure 3.11). These are also the conditions that affect efficiency negatively

(Figure 3.14), and therefore this configuration was deemed suitable for

investigating efficiency improvement (following Chapters).
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CHAPTER8

IN-HOUSE TESTING OF SOLAR STILLS:

FIXED POSITION RADIATION

8.1 Introduction

Using the experimental set-up and measurmg equipment described in

Chapter 7, simulation experiments were conducted to characterise and explain

solar still behaviour under conditions of low radiation.

8.2 Experimental and results

Clear and red SICCATHERM lamps were used throughout (Figure 7. 9). The

radiation cycles were 24 hours (from lamps switch-on to lamps switch-oft).

Distillation volumes and rates (where possible) were recorded as the main

experimental responses.

8.2.1 Standardisation

First it was necessary to standardise Cl (still with black liner, see Section 7.2.2)

in terms of productivity relative to the specific experimental conditions. This

was carried out in duplicate under clear lamps by placing Cl first in the left-hand

position and then in the right-hand position (see Figure 7.1). Figure 8.1 shows

the good repeatability of the volumes distilled water produced in the two

different positions.
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STANDARDISATION OF C1 AND C4
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of the distillation volumes of Cl (still with black liner)

and C4 (still with white liner).

Figure 8.1 shows that the productivity of Cl is about 34% better than C4. This

relationship was used as a control throughout the rest of the experiment. Cl was

kept in the right-hand position for the duration of the subsequent test runs.

8.2.2 Clear lamps vs. red lamps

The experiments described in Section 8.2.1 were repeated with red lamps instead

of the clear lamps to investigate the influence of a lower radiation intensity and a

narrower but longer wavelength band on the stills' productivity (Figure 8.2).

C1 VERSUS C4 PRODUCTIVITY UNDER RED LAMPS

DOO~------------------------------------------~

w
::i: 1500
::J
....Jo 1000
>

~ 2500 ::::::::::. __ .. ._: .. ::::::::1:::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::-::1::::::::::52000

500 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

O~--------~----------~--------~----------~
ExpT-17 ExpT-18 Exp T-2O ExpT-21

EXP#

""_Oist vol(C1) -Oistvol(C4)

Figure 8.2: Productivity of Cl and C4 under red lamps.
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A comparison of the average productivity values from Figures 8.1 and 8.2

expressed as a percentage of C4 productivity under clear lamps shows the trend:

C4 (clear, 100%)<C4 (red, 117%) <Cl (red, 128%) <Cl (clear, 134%).

Actual values are given in Figure 8.3.

INFLUENCE OF LAMP TYPE ON PRODUCTIVITY

3000,-------------------------------------------,
2500

...J.s 2000
~ 1500
:::>5 1000
> 500O~~----L-~--~--~--~--

C1 clear C4 clear C1 red

STILL I LAMP

C4 red

Figure 8.3: Productivity comparison of Cl and C4 under clear and red lamps.

8.2.3 Temperature profiles inside the still

The temperature profiles inside a still exposed to atmospheric conditions have

been presented in Section 3.3.4. It was seen that so many variables exist because

of the dynamic non-steady state of the environmental conditions. Should each

and every one be taken into account, it would make optimisation studies

practically impossible. For the purpose of this part of the in-house simulation, the

number of variables has been reduced to the type of radiation (i.e. from clear or

red lamps). This was purposefully done so that the responses discussed in

Section 8.1 could be related to changes to the still.

Figure 7.3 presented typical temperature readings that were recorded during test

runs. The temperature profiles comprised three parts, namely an initial heating

curve followed by constant temperature, and then a cooling down curve once the

lamps were switched off. Experiments were consequently conducted where the
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air temperatures (20 mm above water surface) and basin temperatures (basin

floor) were recorded for the different arrangements presented in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.4 shows typical recorded temperature profiles for Cl under red and

clear lamps.

TEMPERATURE PROFILES FOR BLACK BASIN STILL

70,----------------------------------------------------,

10+------r----~~----~----~------~----~----~----~
o 200 400 600 800

MINUTES

1000 1200 1400 1600

I-Water (Clearlamps)--Water (Redlamps)-Air (Redlamps)-Air (Clearlamps)I

Figure 8.4: Temperature profiles for black-lined stills under red and clear lamps.

Figure 8.5 compares the water and air temperatures for all experiments,

presented as the increase from start temperature, i.e.
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COMPAAISON OF BASIN TEMPERATURE INCREASES
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of water and air temperature increase profiles for black-

and white-lined stills under red and clear lamps.
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8.2.4 Effect of still colour

The importance of having a black radiation-absorbing surface in contact with the

water in the still basin has been discussed in Section 3.2.1 and implemented in

Section 7.2.2. It has been experimentally demonstrated for the specific test
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conditions in Section 8.2.1 and Section 8.2.2. In practise, however, factors such

as scale formation and salt deposits occur, which can cause the 'degree of

blackness' of a still to decrease. Two sets of simulations with respect to the

degree of 'blackness' were conducted, first by precipitating CaC03 on the basin

of Cl , and the second by varying the degree of 'blackness' ofC4.

8.2.4.1 Scaling

Cl was filled with hard water with known high scale-forming potential (TDS

7552 mg/L, calculated Langelier Saturation Index of 1.986, see Section 4.2)

sampled from a well near Brandvlei, Northern Cape. The still was subjected to

repeated radiation cycles as described in Section 8.1. It was flushed and filled

with well water between cycles to maintain the same storing volume.

Sedimentation began soon after the first radiation cycle had commenced, and

increased noticeably during each cycle despite the flushing. A thin sediment

layer evenly covered the still basin after completion of the fifth cycle. (This

layer was collected through filtration, air-dried and analysed by X-ray diffraction

spectroscopy as being a mixture of Calcite and Aragonite). The rate of water

production per cycle is given in Figure 8.6.

8.2.4.2 Blackening of basin

Commercial polyethylene shadow netting of different mesh sizes was fixed to

the still basin and used to obtain different degrees of blackness (0%, 20%, 40%,

85% and 99%). Each experiment to determine the 'blackening effect' on

productivity of the still was carried out in triplicate. The total distillate ratios

Cl :C4 are given in Figure 8.7.
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EFFECT OF SCALE FORMATION ON C1 DISTILLATE
PRODUCTION
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Figure 8.6: Influence of scale formation on Cl productivity.
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Figure 8.7: Influence of blackening ofC4 basin on distillate ratio Cl :C4.
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8.2.5 Influence oflining

The required properties of suitable lining materials were discussed in Section

5.2.3. Two commercial materials were recommended for further investigation,

namely silicone sealant ('Bostik 2550') and hollow polypropylene sheets

('Correx'). Experiments were subsequently carried out with the basin floor of

the white C4 still covered with the respective lining materials, and the effects

thereof on the productivity of C4 were monitored with Cl as reference. Due to

the suitability of the experimental set-up, further experiments were also

conducted using floating medium density black polyurethane foam and with

glazed black ceramic tiles placed on the basin floor.

To determine any productivity shifts, experiments were agam conducted in

triplicate, and repeated under red lamps. The results are summarised in Figure

8.8 in order of increasing productivity.

INFLUENCE OF LINER ON PRODUCTIVITY
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Figure 8.8: Influence oflining on C4 productivity.

8.2.6 Influence of water depth

The influence of the water depth (i.e. water volume) on the distillation rate was
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investigated by radiating Cl until all the water had evaporated. The radiation

cycles were 12 hours, followed by a l2-hour cooling down period. The still air

and basin temperatures, as well as the distillation volume per day, were recorded.

The results are given in Figure 8.9.

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES INSIDE C1 (DISTILLATION UNTIL
DRY)
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Figure 8.9: Thermal and productivity behaviour of Cl during distillation until
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8.3 Discussion

After completion of the experimental investigations described in Section 8.2, the

results were analysed to determine the suitability of the test configuration for

continued simulation testing, as well as to implement possible improvements.
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8.3.1 Operation

Figure 8.1 showed that under the clear lamps the productivity of the black still

(Cl, lining containing carbon black) was consistently about 34% higher than that

of the white still (C4, lining containing Ti02). As both stills were similar in

construction (Section 7.2.2) and had similar water depths (30 mm) and volumes

(12500 mL) at the start of the radiation cycle, the difference in productivity could

only be attributed to the lining. It was therefore necessary to review the heat

flows presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 for the two different stills.

Direct radiation from the SICCATHERM lamps (Hlamp) will be partially reflected

(Href-glassJ and absorbed (Habs-glasJ by the glass cover. More than 80% of the

radiation with wavelengths between 330 and 2470 nm will however be

transmitted through the glass (Htrans), as with solar radiation (Figures 6.7 and

7.2). A fraction of Htrans is then reflected from the water surface (Href/-water),

while the remainder passes into the water. According to Figure 6.9, radiation

with wavelengths between 330 and l330 nm (i.e. including the full visible

portion of the lamp spectrum) will pass through the water and onto the lining

(Htrans-water). Longer wavelengths in the near-infrared region up to 2740 nm will

be also be absorbed by the water (Habs-water).

Up to this point the heat flows for the two stills should theoretically have been

the same. The main difference from here onwards was the high degree of heat

absorption by the black lining of Cl (Habs-lining), and of heat reflection by the

white lining of C4 (Href/-lining). In the case of Cl, Habs-lining further enhanced the

water heating process by conducting heat into the water. With C4, however, this

contribution is negligible and the only advantage is possibly additional

absorbance due to the longer path length of the scattered radiation inside the

water. Further, heat absorbed by the black sidewalls of Cl will generate longer

wavelength radiation, which will. also be better absorbed by the surroundings

(including the basin water) than in the case of C4.

A closer analysis of the different heating profile stages as presented in Figure 8.4

best illustrates the difference in temperature responses for the stills. Figure 8.10
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presents the temperature changes of the water and the air during the first 20

minutes of the radiation cycle.

C1 vs C4: BASIN AND AIR TEMPERATURES
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Figure 8.10: Temperature increases during first 20 minutes of radiation cycle.

Figure 8.10 shows that the air temperatures inside the stills increase quickly due

to the low heat capacity of the enclosed air mass. More importantly, that of C4

air temperature increases faster than that of Cl because of Hrejl-lining. However,

the water temperature of C1 increases faster than that of C4 due to Habs-lining. The

increase in C4 water temperature can thus be attributed mainly to the absorption

of radiation by the water, with a small contribution convected from the heated air

mass above the water.

After the initial heating phase, a second phase of nearly linear heating can be

distinguished between 40 and 200 minutes (Figure 8.11).

20
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ei vs C4: BASIN AND AIR TEMPERATURES
(RADIATION PHASE)
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Figure 8.11: Temperature increases between 40 and 200 minutes of radiation

cycle.

During the above period the temperature of the water in Cl increased faster than

in C4 (Cl has a higher heating constant), which indicated the contribution of the

heat generating black lining. Cl air temperature also increased faster than C4, as

the cover absorbs longer wave radiation from the water and sidewalls.

The last stage of the radiation cycle exhibited polynomial character (Figure

8.12), and it can be seen that the temperatures of Cl had practically stabilised

while C4 temperatures were still marginally increasing.

ei vs C4: BASIN AND AIR TEMPERATURES
(COMPLETION OF HEATING PHASE)

200 300 400 500 600 700

Figure 8.12: Final temperature profiles of radiation cycle (to switch-off of

lamps).

Min

1- - • - - C4water -C1 water -C4 air ---C1 air I
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Figure 8.12 also shows that the water and air temperatures inside Cl were nearly

the same and higher than in C4, and that the maximum air temperature of C4 was

distinctly higher than the water temperature, illustrating the heat deflecting

nature of the white still.

It was also possible to calculate the expected temperature increases inside the

stills by using the formulae presented in Figures 8.11 and 8.l2. As an example,

Figure 8.13 shows the correlation between calculated and actual Cl water

temperatures during follow-up experiments. Productivity will be improved

especially under conditions of limited radiation where (a) the basin water heats

up fast and (b) high operational temperatures inside the still are achieved. These

equations are therefore useful for comparative studies.

COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCULATED AND
ACTUAL C1 WATER TEMPERATURES

45.0

40.0

35.0

30.0

ê: 25.0
I-,
S 20.0
I-

15.0

10.0

5.0

0.0
0 500 600200 300 400

Min

700100

___ BasinT23 --..-Basin T24 --*-Basin T25
.... Calc time t=20 -200 - Calc time t=200-750

Figure 8.13: Calculated vs. actual CI basin temperatures. Basins T23 to T25

refers to the numbers of the consecutive experiments.

SOO
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The following conclusions are drawn from this part of the study, namely:

• A black absorbing surface on the inside of a basin still will improve the

productivity (and efficiency) of the still. Under conditions of low radiation

dosage (24 MJ or less) this increase can be up to 34%.

• The maximum water temperature inside a white still will be lower than in a

black still due to heat being reflected away. Radiation absorption will mainly

take place in the water (Figure 6.9). From the distillation data it can be seen

that this component of the heat transfer into the water is however the most

important, otherwise the productivity ratio C4:Cl would have been less than

0,5.

• The system's efficiency will be improved if more incoming radiation energy

can be converted into longer wavelength internal radiation (Figure 6.9),

which can also be absorbed by the water. Increased absorption under

conditions of low external radiation dosages will maximize internal

temperatures, which in tum will enhance the evaporation process and thus

distillate production, resulting in higher productivity e.g. in winter months.

Inspection of Figures 6.7 and 6.9 suggests that radiation with wavelengths

between 357 and 1330 nm must be converted to wavelengths longer than

1330 nm. If this conversion can be effected below the glass, the maximum

wavelength can go up to 6260 nm (1597 ern"). This represents the centre of

the absorption band of the bending vibration of the water molecule.

8.3.2 Clear lamps vs. red lamps

The use of red lamps instead of clear SICCATHERM lamps resulted in little

change in Cl productivity (-5%), but a more significant improvement in C4

productivity (+ 17%). The internal heating profiles were subsequently analysed,

as described in the previous Section, to obtain mathematical heating equations.

Results are shown in Figures 8.14 & 8.15.
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C1 vs C4: BASIN AND AIR TEMPERATURES
UNDER RED LAMPS

35~------------------------------------------~

S 25
j::" 20

-30 -------------------------------------------------------------------

.; 15
r=- 10 ~------------

5 -------
o
20 140 160 180 200

Figure 8.14: Temperature increases between 40 and 200 minutes of radiation

under red lamps.

40 60 80 100 120

Comparing the heating constants obtained from Figure 8.11 and Figure 8.14, it

can be seen that in the case of C4, both the rate of air heating,

k RED = 0.095 vs. k CLEAR = 0.064 (t. = 0.031)

as well as the rate of water heating,

k RED = 0.1139 vs. k CLEAR = 0.0987 (t. = 0.0152)

are higher under red lamps. For Cl the corresponding differences were

-0.0042 (t.AIR) and 0.0106 (t. WATER) respectively, i.e. less of an influence. The

order of productivity was the same as the order of the heating constants.

Min

1--C4water -C4air -C1 water--C1 airI

C1 vs C4: BASIN AND AIR TEMPERATURES
UNDER RED LAMPS

50~------------------------------------------~
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S 40
j::" 35
S 30
I- 25
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I--C4 water--C1 water--C1 airI

Figure 8.15: Temperature profiles under red lamps.
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A comparison of Figures 8.12 and 8.15 shows that the heating profiles under red

lamps were similar to those recorded under clear lamps, and (a) again the basin

and water temperatures of Cl merged at the maximum, and (b) again the air

temperature of C4 remained higher than the water temperature. The temperature

increases were in both cases greater under the red lamps than under the clear

lamps (also see Figure 8.5 for complete profiles).

The increase in productivity of C4 under red lamps could be explained by the

shift of the radiation spectrum of the red lamps to higher wavelengths (Figure

7.2), i.e. relatively more energy was available for absorption by the water in the

near-infra-red region in spite of the lower overall output of the red lamps. The

slight decrease in Cl productivity could be explained similarly, as the absence of

energy transferred into the black lining by shorter visible light wavelengths is

offset by the increase in water absorption due to the above-mentioned radiation

spectrum shift.

The results obtained with red lamps therefore support the suggestion that the

conversion of radiation to longer wavelengths within the solar still will enhance

productivity of a solar still.

8.3.3 Changes to basin colour

Sections 8.2.4 and 8.2.5 presented results for stills with different linings and / or

varying degrees of blackness. In all cases the productivities were between those

obtained with C4 and Cl. The following conclusions are drawn from these

results (for clear lamps):

• Scale or salt precipitation gradually forming on the basin of a black-lined

still will not effect productivity drastically even if the basin floor is fully

covered by the sedimentation. The black sidewalls still absorb and radiate

enough heat into the basin to maintain a nearly constant distillation

production rate.
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• Gradual blackening of the basin floor of a white-lined still can increase the

productivity by about 20%, which confirms the contribution made by lining

heat absorption.

• Better performance improvement was obtained when a black lining was

placed on the C4 basin floor than when a floating black foam sheet was

submerged in the water. This can possibly be attributed to the very thin

(even non-existing) water layer on the hot foam surface, a condition that will

worsen in saline water if such a foam sheet is not optimised in terms of

density and porosity.

• Under the experimental conditions of low and perpendicular radiation, the

productivity of Cl did not change significantly as the water volume

decreased. (As the radiation intensity increases, the lining will become

relatively warmer and conduct more heat into the water, which then will heat

up faster as its volume decreases, speeding up the evaporation process.)

• Solid black linings (silicone, polypropylene, ceramic tiles) placed on the

bottom of the C4 basin improved performance by between 11% and 20%,

again through the better utilisation of the wavelengths between below 1300

nm.

8.4 Conclusions and recommendations

The investigations and results described in the above Sections proved that under

conditions of low radiation, the use of a black-lined still will yield the best

productivity results, even if the basin of such a still is discoloured by physical

contaminants such as scale. It was also qualitatively shown that absorption by

the incoming radiation plays the primary role in water heating while heat transfer

from the lining is secondary.

On the basis of the above, a new series of experiments was designed to:

• determine the influence of the angle of radiation inclination on productivity

of the specific basin solar still design (see Chapter 9),
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• improve productivity under low radiation conditions (Chapter 10),

• determine the influence of variation of radiation intensity on productivity

(see Chapter 11), and

• determine the correlation between field and in-house results (Chapter 11).
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CHAPTER9

IN-HOUSE TESTING OF SOLAR STILLS:

RADIATION FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES OF INCIDENCE

9.1 Introduction

Different parameters that influence solar still productivity were investigated in

the previous Chapter, namely the effect of different wavelength bans of radiation,

the colour of the solar still lining and the water depth inside the solar still basin.

These investigations were all carried out with the radiation source placed directly

above the still. In this Chapter, the productivity of the chosen solar still design is

studied under conditions of radiation from different angles i.e. the angles of

radiation incidence onto the still cover is varied.

9.2 Experimental and results

9.2.1 Experimental

The experimental set-up presented in Figure 7.1 was modified to allow

adjustable radiation onto a test still. Eight clear Osram SICCATHERM lamps,

described in Section 7.2.1, were fixed to an adjustable overhead beam. The test

still was placed on laboratory jacks to allow the distance between the lamps and

the still cover to remain constant irrespective of the incidence angle (see Figure

9.1). The 'black' test still, Cl, described in Section 7.2.2, was used for this part

of the investigation. The 16-channel analogue data logger described in Section

7.2.3 was used to record temperatures and light intensities at different positions

in and around the still (see Figure 9.2). A volumetric discharge unit, similar to

that shown in Figure 7.4, measured productivity over a 24-hour period. The

actual radiation period per experiment was 12 hours, and angles of incidence

(relative to the horizontal) were varied in 10-degree intervals from 97 ° to 17 ".

All experiments were carried out in duplicate.
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Figure 9.1: Experimental used set-up to determine the effect of different

radiation angles on solar still productivity.
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Figure 9.2: Position of temperature probes and light measurement panels on test

still in experimental setup to determine influence of radiation angle on solar still

productivity.
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9.2.2 Radiation measurement

Three solar cells, similar to the one described in Section 7.2.3, were used to

obtain approximate radiation values at the different measurement points shown

in Figure 9.2. Solar cells were placed on the left side of the exterior cover

perpendicular to the incidence radiation, on the inside of the glass cover

(simulated by placing 3-mm window glass over a solar cell placed on the cover),

and one cell placed perpendicular to the glass cover (but protected from direct

radiation) to measure reflected radiation. All three cells were calibrated against a

reference solar cell, and the calibration diagrams are given in Figure 9.3.

CALIBRATION GRAPHS OF SOLAR CELLS

20000
I- 18000
:::J 16000a..
I- 14000:::J
0 12000
...J
...J 10000wo 8000
a:: 6000c(
...J 40000
Cl) 2000

........................................................ y = 774.81e20423x . .

.........................................................R2 = 0.9746

0.00 0."0 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 100 1"0 120 1.30 1.40 150 160 170 180

RADIATION MJ/m2/h

• Solarcell 1 • Solarcell2 4 Solarcell3

-Poly. (Solarcell2) -Poly. (Solarcell3) -Poly. (Solarcell1)

Figure 9.3: Calibration curves for solar cells.

Table 9.1 shows that constant radiation values were obtained with different

angles of light incidence.
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Table 9.1: Approximate radiation intensities for different light incidence

angles

Angle of mcidence onto still cover Radiation

97 1,5 1,2 0,1

87 1,5 1,2 0,2

77 1,5 1,2 0,3

67 1,5 1,2 0,3

57 1,5 1,2 0,6

47 1,5 1,2 1,0

37 1,5 1,1 1,4 (*)

27 1,5 1,0 1,5 (*)

17 1,5 0,9 1,8 (*)

(*: includes direct radiation)

Figure 9.4 shows typical radiation results obtained from the solar cells.

RADIATION PROFilE EXP T47 (80 deg)

2.0,---------.------------------~,------------------,
1.8 m nnnm n -n-i.iRadiation I.-m n --n_-n -~-------n n -+ m __*...: '~:

N :: J'~~ ',::::::::-:'::::::::i::::::::::::::::::
E 1.2 ~
:::;
~ 1.0
o
~ 0.8

0.6

0.2

- - - - - - - - - - - -~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _,_ - - - - - - - - --, ,, ,

, ,-----------------1--------------------,-----------, ,, ,, ,

, ,-------r-------------------,--------------------
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o ,
o ,

_______ L , _
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Figure 9.4: Typical radiation profiles as recorded by solar cells (radiation

incidence angle 87 degrees).
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9.2.3 Productivity

Figure 9.5 shows the average distillate volumes measured over a 24-hour period

for different angles of incidence. Production profiles were similar to those in

Figure 7.8.

C1 PRODUCTIVITY vs ANGLE OF RADIATION INCIDENCE

1600

1400

e 1200
::::l

_g 1000
v
N 800....
<l)

600c..
...J
E 400

200

0
17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97

Angle of incidence onto still cover (relative to horizontal)

j__'_Ave volume· ••• 'Approximate Radiation J/m2j

Figure 9.5: Productivity of Cl still radiated from different angles of incidence

over a 24-hour period (dots) with radiation values beneath cover (squares).

9.2.4 Heating constants

Heating constants were obtained at the different temperature measurement points

using the same approach as described in Section 8.3.2. The different points at

which temperatures were recorded were (see Figure 9.2): air inside the still

(inside), on the lining on the water side (floor) and insulation side (lining),

lO-mm deep water on the lamp side (N 10 mm) and opposite side (S JO mm), in

the water surface (surface), air at different heights above the water surface (N 60

mm, S 70 mm and S 120 mm) and inside the insulation (foam). The initial linear

heating profiles observed between 150 and 300 minutes of radiation were used to

determine the heating behaviour inside the stilL Figure 9.6 shows the heating

constants for the different measurement points versus radiation incidence angle,

while Figure 9.7 compares productivity with different heating constants.
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HEATING CONSTANTS OBTAINED FOR DIFFERENT ANGLES OF
RADIATION INCIDENCE BETWEEN 150 to 300 MINUTES

!f!>& ~~ ~~ ~~
q ~ro<::l e;,,,<::l e;,"~

MEASUREMENT POINT

Figure 9.6: Heating constants (as a function of different radiation incidence

angles, see legend) at different points inside and around the test still.
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Figure 9.7: Relationship between heating constants and production volumes.
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9.3 Discussion

9.3.1 Radiation

Figure 9.1 shows that although the radiation intensity onto the still cover

remained constant, the simulated radiation intensity beneath the glass cover

decreased when the angle of incidence dropped below 47 0. This is in correlation

with the light transmission properties of window glass (see Figure 3.10). In

Figure 3.17 it was shown that, under the assumption of two-dimensional

radiation trajectory, the maximum amount of radiation hours directly into the

basin will decrease by more than 50% from mid-summer to mid-winter, while

the winter productivity decreases to about 25% of the summer maximum.

Another relevant factor is the actual water surface area receiving direct light

radiation (Figure 9.8). Additional to the decreasing light intensity inside the still,

the exposed water surface area also decreases rapidly with decreasing light

incidence angle (i.e. the water surface directly radiated, Ai, decreases).

Figure 9.8: Effect of changing angle of light incidence on water surface area

directly exposed to radiation.

The directly radiated water surface area as a fimction of angle of incidence for

the test still is presented in Figure 9.9.
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0.450,------------------------,
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0.350"E 0.300

~ 0.250
w 0.200
~ 0.150
0.100
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DIRECT RADIATION OF WATER SURFACE AREA
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Figure 9.9: Water surface area directly radiated versus angle of light incidence

(still water area 0.405 m2
, water depth 30 mm, total height ofleading edge frame

100mm).

9.3.2 Productivity and efficiency

As both the production volume and the radiation intensity onto the still are

known, it is possible to calculate the efficiency of the still under the different

radiation conditions using the formula explained in Section 3.2.2:

(water surface area = 0.405 m2
). Figure 9.10 plots the efficiency values for the

different angles of light incidence, calculated using the actual total water surface

area (continuous line) and using the directly radiated water surface area (dotted

line). It can be seen that 17is higher and more constant when the water surface

area exposed to direct radiation is used. This means that 17will be influenced by

the internal shadows of the North, East and West facing sidewalls of the still, and

more so as the angle of light incidence onto the cover decreases (as in the winter

months, also see Figure 3.15).
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EFFICIENCY OF SOLAR STILL VERSUS LIGHT INCIDENCE
ANGLE
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Figure 9.10: Calculated efficiencies for test still radiated from different angles

(solid line: using total water surface area; dotted line: using effective directly

radiated water surface area).

Under dynamic solar conditions it will be impractical to use the actual radiated

water surface area to calculate 11.A further reason is that the effect of scattered

radiation is ignored. This does however imply that the height of the sidewalls of

basin stills should be at a minimum, as the combined effect of decreased amount

of internal shadow and increase in cover transmittance will positively affect

efficiency. This is best illustrated by the noticeably higher efficiency obtained

when the still was radiated directly from above (see Figure 9.10), where the

angle of incidence was closest to 90 • and cover transmittance was at its highest

(see Figure 3.10 but note difference in the definition of angle of incidence).

9.3.3 Heating constants

The heating constants (kheat) in Figures 9.6 and 9.7 show that higher kheat values

are associated with improved productivity. Further, kheal values at all temperature

measurement points decrease with decreasing angles of incidence, with a

noticeably faster decrease as the angle of incidence drops below 37 0.

It can also be seen that, for the same angle of incidence, the highest kheat value is

obtained in the water on the blackened basin floor. Slightly lower but similar
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values are measured along the front and the back sidewalls 10 mm from the basin

floor irrespective of shadow. Lower kheat values are measured in the air inside

the still, with the lowest value obtained just underneath the glass on the back

sidewall of the still where the distance between the water surface and the cover is

at a maximum and air convection is at its lowest.

High kheat values indicate fast heating behaviour at the point of measurement,

and thus better subsequent still performance and higher productivity. Higher

productivity is also associated with higher angles of light incidence onto the still

cover (better radiation transmittance through the cover) plus onto smaller

shadowed areas inside the still. A reflector placed behind the still during periods

when the angles of light incidence are low (e.g. winter in the Southern

Hemisphere) can theoretically improve the angle of light incidence onto the

cover and reduce the shadowed area inside the still. A follow-on study was

therefore undertaken to determine the viability of light reflectors placed behind

the still, through measurement of still productivity and kheat. These results are

presented and discussed in Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 10

IN-HOUSE TESTING:

THE USE OF REFLECTORS TO IMPROVE STILL PRODUCTIVITY

10.1 Introduction

In the previous Chapter it was shown that solar still productivity will drop

significantly at lower angles of radiation incidence, as is practically experienced

in Southern Africa during the winter months. In this Chapter the use of reflectors

to enhance solar still productivity during periods of low solar radiation incidence

angles is investigated.

10.2 Experimental and results

10.2.1 Experimental

The experimental set-up presented in Figure 9.2 was used together with a white

polystyrene foam sheet placed behind the still (Figure 10.1). The lamps were

fixed at 20 degrees below the horizontal i.e. with an angle of direct radiance onto

the cover of 27 degrees. The foam sheet was held in position by two clamps on

laboratory stands, which also allowed the sheet to be tilted to different angles

over the still. The temperature probes described in Section 9.1 were used again.

Four solar cells were used to measure incident light intensities (a) directly onto

the cover, (b) underneath the cover, (c) reflected from the white foam sheet and

(d) reflected from the glass. The same data recording equipment described in

Section 9.l was used.
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Lamp
Direct radiation foam reflector

Figure 10.1: Experimental set-up used to measure the influence of reflectors on

solar still productivity.

Experiments were carried out in duplicate over a 12-hour heating period where

the reflector angle was varied by 10 degree intervals between 0 degrees and 40

degrees (relative to vertical). In order to derive an equation to calculate the angle

of incidence of radiation on the still cover, the following geometrical

construction was made:

Figure 10.2: Radiation incidence angle on still cover. [a = angle of radiation incidence,

13 = reflector angle relative to vertical, y = angle of still cover relative to the horizontal)
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From Figure 10.2 it follows that incidence angle on cover = a + 2p + r.

10.2.2 Light measurement

Due to the low angle of direct radiation incidence, the solar cell measuring

radiation for light reflected from the solar still cover (d) was partially also

exposed to direct radiation and these radiation values were subsequently ignored

(also see Table 9.1). Figure 10.3 shows the radiation values obtained from the

other solar cells, including the reference experiment where no reflecting surface

was used.

STILL
RADIATION INTENSITIES MEASURED AT DIFFERENTPOINTS ON A SOLAR

IMTH REFLECTORS PLACBlAT DIFFERENTANGLES BEHMJTI£5TILL

1.8
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l~ 1.2E:::, 1::2:

~
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0
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............................. - - - -

........ ~ _--_ _._ .. _ .. _--_ ~._-_ .

-No refl 90 deg refl 70 deg refl 60 deg refl 50 deg refl

REFLECTORAI\K3l.E(relative to horizontal)

\-+-Rad __ Refl Rad InsideRad I
Figure 10.3: Radiation intensity values obtained at different measuring points

with reflectors placed at different angles behind a solar still (top: direct radiation

on cover with reflector, middle: radiation beneath cover with reflector, bottom:

radiation reflected from reflector only).

10.2.3 Productivity

Productivity was measured over a 24-hour period for different reflector angles.

Figure 10.4 shows the distillate production volumes for the different test

conditions.
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10.2.4 Heating constants

The different heating constants obtained at the different measuring points were

determined as described in Section 9.2.3 (temperatures measured inside the basin

insulation were ignored due to the similarity thereof between experiments). The

heating constants are presented in Figure 10.5.

PRODUCTIVITY vs REFLECTOR ANGLE

800.00 -,--------------------------,

700.00

600.00
::::J
É.. 500.00

~ 400.00
:JcS 300.00

> 200.00

100.00

0.00
No ref! 60 deg refl 50 deg ref!90 deg refl 70 deg ref!

REFLECTOR ANGLE (relative to horizontal)

Figure 10.4: Productivity comparison for solar still with reflector placed at

different angles behind the still.

HEATING CONSTANTS OBTAINED WITH REFLECTORS PLACED
AT

DIFFERENT ANGLES BEHIND SOLAR STILL
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Figure 10.5: Heating constants as a function of reflector angle (reflector angle

given relative to horizontal).
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10.3 Discussion

From Figure 10.3 it can be seen that the presence of a white reflecting surface

placed behind the solar still resulted in light being reflected back over and onto

the still cover ('RejlRad'), while the direct radiation intensity remained constant

('Rad'). The light intensity measured beneath the still cover ('InsideRad')

increased slightly as the reflector angle relative to the horizontal decreased - an

increase of about 12% was measured between having no reflector and a reflector

tilted by 40 degrees, an increase which is comparable to the direct light incidence

angle being increased by 10 degrees (table 9.1).

As with different angles of light incidence, there was a significant, stronger

increase in productivity (Figure 10.4). The amount of distillate produced per 24h

cycle increased significantly from when there was no reflector present to where

the reflector was tilted by 40 degrees. The presence of a reflector placed

vertically behind the still was sufficient to increase the productivity by about

25%, although the angle of incidence of the reflected light onto the cover was 63

o (where the transmittance of the glass is less than 70% of the maximum). When

the reflector was adjusted from 20 0 to 30 0 to 40 0, the productivity increased

further with reflected light incidence angles of -23 0 (52%), -3 0 (61%) and +17 0

(70%) respectively. The increase is comparable to the angle of direct light

incidence increasing by about 10 to 20 degrees.

The different heating constants (Figure 10.5) indicate that, under the specific test

conditions, the initial internal heating behaviour was not influenced by the

presence of a vertical reflector, but that significantly higher k-values (Section

9.2.3) were obtained once the reflector was tilted as to allow better reflected light

transmittance. As with different angles of direct light incidence, the highest

heating rates were measured on and close to the black basin lining ('Floor " 'NJO

mm " 'SlO mm'). The values ofk measured close to the sidewalls above the water

surface were smaller and more scattered ('N60 mm', 'S70 mm', 'S120 mm').

From the above results it is clear that the use of reflectors can enhance

productivity and therefore efficiency through the improved utilisation of incident
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radiation. From Figure 3.l0 it can be seen that the transmittance of the 3-mm

glass cover of the still will start to decrease when the light incidence angle is less

than 50 0, and transmittance will be less than 80% if this angle is less than 30 0.

Figure 3.16 compared the monthly total amount of direct sunshine hours in Cape

Town with the approximate number of hours where more than 80% of direct

radiation reaches the still basin. Figure 10.6 shows the theoretical number of

hours where direct and / or reflected light from a reflector positioned directly

behind a still passes into the still basin at incidence angles of more than 30 0.

Figure 10.7 shows the months with a potential % increase in effective radiation

hours i.e. where more than 80% of direct and / or reflected radiation can reach

the still basin through the cover, taking into account overhead interference from

the reflector on the direct radiation component.

EFFECT OF DIFTERENT ANGLED RER..ECTORS ON lRANSMITTB>
RADIATION INTO STILL BASIN

14:24

16:48 r--.---------------------------,

12:00

~ 09:36
:J

~ 07:12

04:48

02:24

00:00
.lin Jul Aug Sep Oct f\bv Dec

MONTH

Jan Feb IIfIar Apr lIfIay

IiDaylight (h)
080 deg reflector

• Direct Radiation (h)
070 & 60 & 50 deg reflectors

Figure 10.6: Effect ofreflectors on availability of light radiated directly into solar

still basin (direct radiation plus reflected radiation onto cover at incident angles

greater than 30°, reflector angles relative to horizontal).
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Figure 10.7: Increase in effective number of radiation hours through the use of

reflectors at different angles to the horizontal (data points not present indicate

either less than 80% of reflected radiation transmitted or physical reflector

interference with direct solar radiation, reflector angles relative to horizontal).

Figures 10.6 and 10.7 show that the presence ofa reflector will increase the daily

amount of radiation reaching the still basin, as simulated for the specific

conditions used in the experiments described in this chapter. It can also be seen

from Figure 10.7 that the % theoretical gain is better during the months April to

August. These are also the months characterised by low productivity (table 3.1).

Should a reflector be incorporated temporarily as part of the solar still during the

winter months, its tilt angle should be between 60 and 80 0 relative to the

horizontal to ensure maximum exposure of the still to the incident radiation.

Figure 10.8 presents the potential increase in performance (calculated using

Equation 3.1 from Section 3.3.2) through the use of reflectors, confirming that an

average productivity increase of about 50% can be obtained over the winter

period (Figure lOA). This is equivalent to a 9% productivity improvement on an

annual basis and, therefore, as the amount of radiation received remains the

same, an overall efficiency increase of9%. The additional cost of incorporating a

reflector with the solar still must therefore also be less than 9%, else the

productivity improvement will be offset by the construction cost increase (see

Figure 10.9 for desired economic result).
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POTENTIAL PERFORMANCE INCREASE THROUGH USE OF
REFLECTORS
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Figure 10.8: Calculated still productivity improvement through use of reflectors

during winter months.
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Figure 10.9: Potential distilled water cost improvement through use of

economically viable reflectors (reposition from C to D).
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10.4 Recommended further investigations

Notwithstanding the improved results obtained, the following aspects of

reflectors need to be investigated further before the solar still design is modified

to incorporate (temporary) reflectors:

• Different types and colours of reflector materials;

• Number and position of reflectors per still;

• Different light incidence angles to better simulate East-West movement

of sun;

• Minimising wind resistance of reflector(s) fixed to basin; and

• Ease of fixing and removal ofreflector(s)
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CHAPTER 11

IN-HOUSE TESTING:

INFLUENCE OF RADATION INTENSITY

11.1 Introduction

From Section 3.3.2 it can be concluded that solar still productivity decreases

dramatically as the solar radiation intensity decreases. It was therefore deemed

necessary to conduct an investigation into the low-radiance behaviour of these

type of solar stills in order to determine the potential for productivity increase

under such conditions (e.g. during winter or cloudy periods).

11.2 Experimental and results

11.2.1 Experimental

The experimental set-up presented in Figure 9.1 was used to carry out this part of

the stïïdy. Thëséexperiménts wérecarried bydirect vertical radiation onto cf
(black silicone lined still) i.e. angle of light incidence of 97 0 onto the glass

cover. Temperature measurement probes were placed as per Figure 9.2, while

light intensities were measured on the left side of the still cover directly

underneath the lamps, behind the cover directly underneath the lamps, as well as

on the right hand front part of the still cover. Productivity was measured

volumetrically over a 24-hour period. During this time constant radiation took

place over the first 12 hours, after which time the lamps were switched off. The

radiation intensity between subsequent experiments was reduced by making use

of a calibrated commercial light dimmer.

11.2.2 Radiation intensity

Using the calibration curves for the different solar cells (from Section 9.2.1) it

was possible to calibrate the lamps for different dimmer settings. Figure 11.1
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shows the measured hourly energy values for the different settings, while Figure

11.2 shows these values as percentages of the maximum measured energy i.e.

measured on the still cover directly underneath the lamps. Figure 11.3 gives the

total recorded energy per square meter over the 12-hour radiation period.

RADIATION INTENSITY VARIANCE

:2N 1.5,------------------------------------------,
z.§
Q ~ 1I-~
~1':
~ (ij 0.5
n::zw~ o+-~--~~--~~~--~~--~~--,_~~_~

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

DIMM:R SETTING #

I...... Rad L ~Rad R Rad inside I

Figure 11.1: Radiation intensity variance per dimmer setting.
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Figure 11.2: Relative energy distribution per radiation measurement point.
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MEASURED ENERGY
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Figure 11.3: l2-hour energy dose per m 2 are for each dimmer setting.

11.2.3 Productivity

16

The productivity in terms of volume for each experiment is given in Figure 11.4,

while the productivity versus total radiation is presented in Figure ll.5. Figure

7.8 shows the correlation between actual and calculated productivity values for

different radiation intensities (productivity equation from Figure 3.13).

IN-HOUSE PRODUCTIVITY VS RADIATION INTENSITY
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Figure 11.4: In-house productivity per lamp dimmer setting.
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RADIATION ENERGY VERSUS IN-HOUSE PRODUCTIVITY
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Figure 11.5: Influence of radiation dosage on productivity.
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Figure 11.6: Correlation between calculated and measured productivity.

11.2.4 Heating constants

The heating constants over the fust 180 minutes at four temperature-measuring

points (two inside the water and two in the air above the water, see Section 9.2.3)

were calculated from the measured temperature profiles. The different heating

constants are presented in Figure 11.7.
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HEATING CONSTANTS FOR DIFFERENT DIMMER SETTINGS
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Figure 11.7: Water and air heating constants for different lamp dimmer settings.
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11.2.5 Temperatures

The maximum water and air temperatures measured at the probe positions as in

Section 11.2.3 were recorded. Results are presented in Figure 11.8.

MAXIMUM WATER AND AIR TEMPERATURES INSIDE STILL

60.-------~~------------------------------------,
55

G' 50
Cl 45 --
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o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

SETTING#

I...-Tmax Air -Tmax W I
Figure 11.8: Maximum temperatures recorded inside test still at different dimmer

settings.
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11.3 Discussion

The experiments simulating different solar radiation intensities were carried out

over the range of 0 to ca. l.3 MJ/m2/h, which simulates conditions of low solar

radiation i.e. less than 15 MJ/m2 (Figures 7.6,11.1 and 11.3). Such conditions

will negatively affect still performance, and can be expected when few daily

direct sunshine hours occur e.g. in winter and / or on overcast days.

From Figure 11.5 a near linear relationship between productivity and total

radiation energy can be seen under the conditions of direct, nearly perpendicular

radiation. It has also been shown in Figure 11.6 that good correlation (within

10%) exists between the formula for productivity:

P = O.3451eo.0923R (Equation 3.1, from Figure 3.13)

and the productivity results from these experiments. This means that the above

formula is useful for predicting the productivity of a basin solar still for lower

daily solar radiation intensities (from Section 3.3.4 the initial lower radiation

limit for the equation validity was 8 MJ/m2/day).

From Figure 11.2 it can be seen that the ratio between the radiation intensities

measured on the top of the still cover versus directly underneath the cover

remained nearly constant under conditions of very low radiation (3 MJ/m2
),

where the radiation intensity beneath the cover decreased faster as less light is

transmitted through the cover. Above 3 MJ the transmittance behaviour of the 3

mm glass cover corresponds to measured percentage-transmittance as given in

Figure 6.3. Below 3 MJ the greatest deviation from the calculated productivity

values is found (> 20%). A lower daily radiation limit of 3 MJ/m2 is therefore

proposed for the application of equation 3.1.

When the maximum operational temperatures are examined (Figures 11.2 and

11.8), it can be seen that significant heating of the basin water still occurs even

under conditions of very low transmittance of incident radiation. The basin air

temperature, however, is raised only slightly under conditions of very low

radiation. The drop in maximum operational temperature is also much faster for
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the air than for the water as the radiation intensity decreases below 1.2 MJ/m2fh,

from a difference of 2 0 C to more than 13 0 C. Above 1.2 MJ/m2/h, the

temperature gradient remains less than 2 0 C, with the water temperature higher

than the air. This equilibrium difference was also observed in field-testing at

much higher radiation energy levels and higher operational temperatures (Section

3.3.4). At decreasing radiation intensities (thus energy dosages less than 1.2

MJ/m2/h) it seems that not enough longer wave emission energy is generated by

the black basin to heat the water and the air, resulting in an increasing

temperature gradient between the inside water and the air.

Figure 11.9 shows that the calculated efficiencies for the different experimental

runs are nearly all between 30% and 34%, except in cases where the total

radiation energy drops below 3 MJ/m2.

O%~----~--~----~----~----~----~----~--~
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00

TOTAL RADIATION (MJ)

SOLAR STILL EFFICIENCIES vs TOTAL RADIATION

60%

50%
>-
~ 40%

~ 30GA.o
tt 20%
w

--------_---_---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:

10% ------_------------_-_-------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------:

Figure 11.9: Solar still efficiencies under different radiation conditions.

From the above Figure it can be seen that the still's efficiency is independent of

the total incident radiation energy (save for the lowest radiation values). This is

in contrast with the field results presented in Figure 3.16, which shows a drop in

efficiency as the total radiation decreases. These field results were however

obtained over a year cycle, i.e. seasonally influenced through the variance in

direct radiation incidence angle (as illustrated ill Figure 9.10).

Figure 11.7 shows the similarity in heating constants obtained for the basin water

and air respectively. A decrease in radiation intensity was in all cases
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accompanied by a decrease in value of the heating constant, with kwater being

higher than kair throughout. This, in combination with the heating constants

presented in Figure 9.6 (effect of radiation incidence level) illustrates the

seasonal impact of the trajectory of the radiation source (sun) on the performance

of the solar still and explains the inconsistency of efficiency values calculated

from field data (Figure 3.15): In the Southern Hemisphere the low winter

radiation intensity combined with the low angle of incidence onto the still cover

both contribute to lower heating constants, resulting in lower operational

temperatures, which in tum results in lower still performance.

From the literature and experimental results of the preceding chapters it has

became clear that efficiency values of in the order of 35% can be expected from

the basin solar still under investigation. During the Southern Hemisphere's

winter months, however, efficiency can drop to as low as 20% due to the factors

identified as part of this study. It is this seasonal efficiency drop that should be

addressed in future investigations into improving the still's performance, i.e. to

attempt to bring the still's overall annual efficiency to about 35%. Higher

internal operational temperatures should be sought, which means that more heat

energy should be generated inside the basin. For this specific design this can

possibly be achieved by externally preheating the saline feed water and / or the

use of reflectors to increase the amount of direct radiation into the basin.

11.4 Economic evaluation

The economic viability of the selected solar still design can now be evaluated in

the following Chapter by combining the results of the performance improvement

studies (Chapters 8 to Il) and improved construction costs (Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 12

ECONOMIC EVALUATION AND ECONOMIC VIABILITY

OF SOLAR STILL TECHNOLOGY

12.1 Background

According to the literature the cost of water produced in bulk by solar distillation

is high compared with that from fuel-operated distillers, but it is less than the

cost of water from other types of plants with similar capacities (Howe 1986). As

the production rate of solar distillation plants is proportional to their glass cover

area, the cost per unit of water produced is practically consistent regardless of the

size of the installation (Bouchekima 1998). Capital and amortization costs vary

therefore more or less directly with the size of the projected output (AA

Delyannis 1983). A recent study by Kamal (2000) shows that when water

production costs for small-scale solar still plants are compared with those for

solar-powered membrane distillation, the economics favour solar distillation, and

it remains a favourable process for small-capacity water desalination in remote

locations. It is therefore of importance to small communities and single-family

users in such areas, as it provides the most economical means of supplying

potable water (EE Delyannis 1987).

Generally the calculated unit cost of product water is used as the indicator of

economic viability. Attempts to decrease the distilled water cost by increasing

the efficiency of solar stills through preheating of the feed water or by modifying

the basic basin design have been commercially unsuccessful to date because of

the additional costs involved in bringing about such modifications.

Improvement of performance is not effective where the water cost rate increases

at a higher rate than the productivity enhancement. It is more economic to install

more units than to try to increase the output of a single still by unconventional

methods (EE Delyannis 1985).
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12.2 Factors affecting economic feasibility

Several factors can influence the decision to invest in solar stills as a desalination

technique for the supply of potable water. The major factors are:

• the constant availability of an adequate capacity of a saline water source;

• the chemical composition of the source water;

• the physical quality of the source water;

• the quantity of product water needed i.e. the supply capacity;

• the quality of the product water;

• the availability of suitable land area for construction of the still plant;

• the site topography;

• geographical location;

• expected local weather conditions;

• the still efficiency;

• the unit cost of a solar still i.e. the materials' purchasing and preparation

cost;

• cost of additional infrastructure such as pumps and filters;

• operating and maintenance costs; and

• the expected operational lifetime of the still.

12.2.1 Sustainability of water source

The capacity of the saline water source must be such that it can consistently

provide feed water to the still(s). It is preferable that the solar still be positioned

as close to the source as possible, otherwise the cost of providing the feed water

may become high.

12.2.2 Chemical composition of feed water

Although the performance of a solar still is not directly influenced by the salt

content (TDS) of the feed water, it can indirectly impact on its efficiency (e.g. if

scaling occurs, Section 8.2.4). The presence of potentially problematic ions must

therefore be known beforehand, as water pre-treatment may be necessary, which
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has a capital cost impact.

12.2.3 Physical quality offeed water

The presence of suspended physical particles may necessitate the use of inline

filters between the water source and the solar still, as such particles will be hard

to remove once inside the still. Other preventative measures could include

limiting algae growth (Section 4.2). Again, such infrastructure will have a capital

cost impact.

12.2.4 Supply capacity

The modular design of the basin solar still (Figure 3.7) lends itself to the

construction of a solar still plant consisting of a number of still units. Depending

on local and governmental requirements in terms of the expected volume of

water per capita., the total volume of water to be supplied per time unit can be

calculated. The seasonal productivity of the solar still complicates this

calculation, but by making use of equations 3.1 and 3.2, derived from this study,

it is possible to predict solar still performance under different conditions (see

case studies Section 12.5). Also, if the feed water quality allows it, blending of

the distilled water with the feed can increase the supply capacity.

12.2.5 Land area

As the physical space required for a larger capacity solar still plant can be

significant, associated costs must be taken into account. Normally, however,

such installations are in remote, rural areas where land space is readily available.

Another factor that may have a cost impact is the preparation of the site to ensure

horizontal installation of the still unites).

12.2.6 Site Topography

In Section 3.3.3 it was shown that a direct relationship exists between direct
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radiation and efficiency. Any interference with the amount of direct radiation

reaching the still basin will adversely affect the efficiency as calculated from the

equation derived from Figure 3.17. This is because it is based on an open horizon

with no horizon obstacles (such as mountains or trees). It is therefore important

to determine the expected amount of direct sunshine hours per site per month; an

applied meteorological computer program such as 'METEONORM' can be used

to perform this calculation.

12.2.7 Geographical location

The geographical location of a potential site determines the amount of direct

solar radiation hours at any given time, and the fraction of direct radiation

reaching the still basin (Figure 9.10). These factors both influence efficiency,

thus impacting on the cost of the product water. Again, software programs, in

addition to available measured data, can be used to predict still performance at

different locations on cloudless days.

12.2.8 Prevailing weather conditions

Cloud cover can negatively influence productivity as it reduces the amount of

direct radiation. Wind can improve performance, as it increases the temperature

gradient over the condensing surface (glass cover). During conditions of rainfall

the productivity is virtually zero. As it is difficult to quantify such dynamic and

natural occurring meteorological conditions, forecasts of solar still performance

are given based on either historical data (if, statistically, sufficient data exists) or

cloudless days (i.e. maximum predicted performance).

12.2.9 Still efficiency

In the preceding Sections a number of factors influencing the solar still

efficiency have been highlighted. Other factors that playa role include the

characteristics of the still cover and operational procedure. However, for the

purposes of this study, the design comprising the materials identified in

Section 5.3 are used, and general operational procedures that may negatively
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influence the efficiency, are ignored.

12.2.10 Still cost

The capital cost of the still will playa major part in any economic evaluation

of a still's economic viability (Figure 5.6). This cost can in tum be related to

component costs, the importance of which has been illustrated in Section 5.4.

12.2.11 Additional infrastructure

Additional infrastructure may be necessary for (i) pre-treatment of the feed

water (Section 12.2.2 and Section 12.2.3), (ii) blending of the product water

(Section 12.2.4) and (iii) supply of the water to the end-user(s). Such

infrastructure items will increase the capital cost of the plant.

12.2.12 Operating and maintenance cost

In any cost model, provision has to be made for runrung costs such as

supervision (albeit to a low degree) and maintenance (e.g. replacement of

broken glass and repainting).

12.2.13 Operational lifetime

The operational life of a solar still (plant) is related to its construction

materials and environmental conditions, and is defined as the total expected

period of operational use (including maintenance) until unit disintegration.

The above factors can be summarised as presented in Figure 12.1.
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Figure 12.1: Factors influencing the economic viability of solar stills.

12.3 Development of economic evaluation model

The cost contribution factors that need to be incorporated in an economic

evaluation model were identified in Section 12.2. Such an evaluation model was

considered very important, and could be used to choose between different water

supply technologies on a cost-to-user basis, perform sensitivity trade-off analysis

e.g. when comparing different construction materials and predict the cost of

water produced at a given site under specified operational conditions.

The development of a comprehensive financial cost calculator, which addresses
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all the inputs of Section 12.2, is however beyond the scope of this study. It is

however possible to make use of simplified models and existing software

packages to perform first-order cost calculations.

A simplified cost calculation model in Microsoft Excel ® was developed for this

study by Bonthuys (Goldie 2003). This model takes into account capital costs

(solar stills plus infrastructure) as well as performance on an annual average

basis. Figures 12.2 to 12.4 show the required inputs (shaded cells). For the

purposes of this study, the cost of water produced by a solar distillation plant is

expressed as South African cents per liter.
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Figure 12.2: Capital cost inputs to solar still water cost model.
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Figure 12.3: Inputs to running costs of a solar still plant.
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Figure 12.4: Productivity calculation for typical solar still plant (P: productivity).

Other inputs to the above model include useful lifetime and annual cost of capital

as well as data generated by other software packages and equations derived from

this study.

The following examples will now show how the model can be used to evaluate
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the economic viability of solar stills for different applications.

12.4 Capital cost sensitivity analysis

First, Figures 2.10, 3.25 and 5.6 (cost of distilled water as a function of the

construction and maintenance cost of a single solar still unit) were revised and

refined. The following inputs were used:

• the construction cost of a reference still amounts to R500/m2 (base area).

The cost breakdown of Figure 5.1 was used to calculate the cost of

individual components and labour;

• no additional infrastructure cost is taken into account;

• maintenance and operating cost is taken as a percentage of the still unit

cost (5% and 10% respectively);

• the still unit is out of operation for 5% annually;

• the average daily global radiation for Cape Town was used, which

amounts to 19.26 MJ/m2 (calculated by using the Swiss METEONORM

software package);

• the productivity is calculated by using Equation 3.1 of Section 3.3.2 and

11.3;

• no blending with feed water is taken into the account;

• the useful lifetime of the still is ten years; and

• the annual interest rate is 5%.

When the above values were used in the evaluation, the cost of the distilled water

at 5% and 10 % running cost, was RO.127 and RO.162 per liter respectively.

Figure l2.5 shows the influence of decreasing still capital cost on distilled water

cost at Cape Town.
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DISTLLED WATER COST VS SOLAR STILL CAPITAL COST
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Figure 12.5: Influence of solar still capital cost on distilled water cost.

From Chapter 5 the component cost savings resulting from of this study were

frame (40%, Section 5.3.1), cover (33%, Section 5.3.2) and lining (48%). A cost

saving on labour of33% was also found in practise due to the ease of preparation

and installation of the new polypropylene lining. Using the economic evaluation

model (Section 12.3), the cost of distilled water was now RO.093/L (5% running

cost) and R0.128/L (10% running cost) respectively, which amounts to a saving

of 27% and 20% relative to the still design used at the beginning of this study.

In Chapter 10 it was found that the use of reflectors could improve the annual

productivity of a still by about 9%. Using the cost model, it was possible to

calculate the capital cost below which the use of reflectors would be

economically viable, namely less than R85/m2 (5% running cost) or R120/m2

(10% running cost). If standard white polypropylene sheeting is used (2001:

R40/m2 including frame), the use of reflectors will lower the distilled water cost

to RO.086(-7,5%) and RO.116(9,3%) respectively.

A lower cost alternative would be to place the solar still array up against the

northern wall of a high altitude building structure and affix to the wall silvered or

white painted wedges of the correct angle or angles to ensure reflective
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enhancement. This cou1dlower reflector costs to < R20/m2
.

The use of blending of the distilled water with the feed water can be considered

as long as regulatory standards (see Table 4.1) are not exceeded. Using the cost

model, the cost of product water (distilled plus feed) cou1d be calculated for

different blending ratios (assuming that blending operation is carried out

manually i.e. no associated capital cost). Figure 12.6 illustrates the cost savings

potentially associated with blending.

o 10 20 30 40 50 60
% FEED WATER

70 80 90

INFLUENCE OF FEED WATER BLENDING ON WATER COST

0.14,.------

~ 0.12
I- 0.1
UJo 0.08
u
0:: 0.06
~ 0.04 --------------------------------------------

~ 0 o~L-----~--~--~---~--~------~-~-------~--~--~--==-:--:---~--~--:---:-::~~~~~-~---~--~--~---~-----------J-

--_._ .._.__ .._-----_.-

1-5% Running Cost -10% Running cost 1
Figure 12.6: Influence of feed water blending on product water cost.

12.5 Performance and economic viability predictions

12.5.1.1 Example 1

Determination of solar still performance, and, subsequently, the cost of distilled

water, can be done by using the evaluation model. As an example, Figure 12.7

shows the calculated water cost at different Southern African locations for a

basin solar still such as the one developed in this study (with no additional

infrastructure and running cost 10% of initial capital cost).
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PREDICTED WATER COST AT DIFFERENT SOUTHERN AFRICAN LOCATIONS
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•
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~ Bloemfontein

• Alexander Bay

0.1 • Upington

•
Walvis BalWindhoek

0.09 • •
Keetmanshoop

•0.08

Annual Radiation

Figure 12.7: Calculated distilled water costs at different Southern African

locations (total annual radiation increases from left to right).

12.5.2 Example 2

In Section 3.3.4 it was shown that due to the critical angle of the glass cover, the

inherent efficiency 7] of the basin solar still is not constant for Southern African

locations and Equation 3.2:

7] (%) = 2.7256eOOO33t

was developed to predict its seasonal efficiency (t being the number of daylight

minutes). An average efficiency value could then be calculated, from which the

average productivity and thus the distilled water cost can be calculated. The

following example was carried out for Gabarone, Botswana, using Eq. 3.2

together with the Cybersky and Meteonorm software packages.

Average annual 1](from equation 3.2) =33,6%

Average daily water production (from Section 3.2.4)

2.43

(1] X Rad (MJ» /

= 2,609 Liter

Cost of water = RO.I 00 I Liter
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Similar calculations were performed for different sites. Figure 12.8 shows the

different cost values calculated by making use of the productivity and efficiency

equations.

DISTILLED WATER COST COMPARISON:
PRODUCTIVITY INPUT vs EFFICIENCY INPUT

0.120

~ 0.080

0.040

0000

Il:IAVE COST RIL (Eff) .AVE COST RIL (Prod)

Figure 12.8: Predicted distilled water cost comparison: (a) using efficiency vs.

(b) productivity as input.

12.6 Conclusions

A simple cost model to predict the cost of distilled water produced by basin solar

stills in the Southern African environment has been developed. It takes into

account both capital cost and performance variables, and it provides a useful tool

in the first-order evaluation of the economic viability of solar distillation at

different locations.
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CHAPTER 13

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

13.1 Introduction

The overall aim of this research was to investigate the economic viability of solar

stills. Conclusions for this study are drawn within the framework of the aims

formulated in Chapter 1:

(A) to understand the factors influencing solar still operation and performance;

(B) to identify the factors contributing to the cost of distilled water produced by

solar distillation;

(C) to research and economically optimise the above factors in terms of solar still

design and performance to reach a distilled water cost of less than RSO/m3
; and

(D) to develop a low cost, low maintenance solar still suitable for use by rural

communities and households in arid regions of Southern Africa.

13.2 Conclusions

13.2.1 Factors influencing solar still operation and performance

The most important factor influencing operation and performance of a solar still

is its particular design. The study into different solar still designs showed that the

basin solar still is the preferred design option despite its seasonal performance.

This choice was motivated by its design simplicity (down to component level),

ease of operation (no specific operator skills required) and low maintenance, as

well as by the degree of worldwide implementation.

The winter productivity of the basin still is very low, about 25% of the summer

value. This can be attributed to the lesser amount of solar radiation hours; the

lower angles of radiation incidence and the decrease in water area receiving
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direct radiation. These factors also result in non-constant efficiency behaviour.

An in-house experimental facility that simulates solar still behaviour under

controlled environmental conditions was designed and set up. Of particular

importance was the good correlation between conditions of lower radiation

intensity and productivity, as this enabled research into performance

enhancement under such conditions.

13.2.2 Factors contributing to the cost of distilled water produced by solar distillation

Solar distillation technology can be made more economically attractive through

addressing the following cost-contributing factors, i.e. through (1) lowering the

construction cost of the solar still and / or (2) increasing the operational life of

the still and / or (3) increasing the efficiency of the still. Usually research efforts

result in a degree of redesign of existing solar stills, and more than often the

search for 'cheaper' water is abandoned in favour of a quest for improved

efficiency, despite accompanying cost implications.

In order to identify and incorporate cheaper basin solar still components (parts),

it was necessary to form an understanding of what the function of each

component is. Given the solar distillation process as formulated in this study,

alternative environmentally durable components could be identified and

optimised for this design.

13.2.3 Optimisation of solar still design and performance

Under conditions of low radiation intensity, absorption of the radiation by the

water plays an important part, although the basin water depth does not seem to

be important. It was found, however, that the productivity decrease of the still

could be up to 33% as the black interior lining becomes contaminated e.g.

through scaling or the use of linings of other colours (care should be taken to

keep the still interior as black as possible. It is also important that the height of

the basin sidewalls are minimised as to limit the internal shadow areas.
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An increase in winter productivity of up to 50% is predicted when a reflector is

fixed behind the basin, which relates to about an annual performance increase of

about 10%.

A simple cost evaluation model was developed to predict the cost of the product

water produced by basin solar stills. Using this model, it was possible to perform

an economic optimisation of the solar still and to define the design and possible

design improvements. It was found that the eventual basin still should consist of

a 3 mm thick window glass cover, black polypropylene lining inside

polyurethane insulation, aluminium frame support and PVA exterior coating.

This configuration decreased the still cost by about 80% without an apparent

drop in performance (= efficiency).

Under conditions of high solar radiation and feed water / product water blending,

it will be possible to produce solar distilled water for less than RSO/m3 with the

solar still described above. A distilled water cost of about R100/m3 can be

expected when no feed water / product water blending is carried out.

13.2.4 Development of a low cost, low maintenance solar still suitable for use by rural

communities

For the purposes of this study, the demographic profile of typical end-users was

kept in mind, namely poorer, unskilled people living in small settlements

relatively far from the nearest formal town. These are communities in specific

geographical areas, for which solar distillation provides the only alternative for

drinking water. This means that a solar still has to be simple in design and

operation to facilitate easier maintenance necessitated by the logistical and

supervisory factors. This also helped to further define the construction materials;

in addition to being of relatively low cost, critical components had to be readily

available in the case of repairs. In such cases, the application hurdle becomes an

economical one, i.e. whether the particular water authority can afford to install

solar distillation units or plants at the target communities.
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13.2.5 Contributions to the technology emanating from this research

This study played an important role in making solar still technology affordable

for use by poor, rural communities, as was demonstrated by the successful use of

the research product (basin solar still) in a drinking water plant at a typical target

community. This was made possible through the use of evaluation models (also

developed as part of the study) for the identification and evaluation of relevant

construction and performance factors influencing the economic viability of the

still. Further proposed design improvements based on the seasonal use of

reflectors which can enhance wintertime performance are also proposed, which

can further reduce product water costs.

13.3 Recommendations

The following recommendations for further study are made based on the conclusions

from Section 13.1.

13.3.1 Recommendation 1

Following from the above conclusions, it is recommended that the basin solar

still be considered for general use in the target South African locations as defined

in the study framework.

13.3.2 Recommendation 2

The basin solar still components identified in this study should be used as basis

for design implementation or serve as reference for future component

substitution.

13.3.3 Recommendation 3

Design optimisation to economically enhance solar still performance should be

addressed further. This can possibly be achieved by externally preheating the

saline feed water and / or the use of reflectors to increase the amount of direct
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radiation into the basin.

13.3.4 Recommendation 4

Finally it is recommended that the economic evaluation model developed for this

study be used to optimise the solar still design for a particular location. This

model can also be developed further to provide more accurate water cost

prediction for solar stills in general, as well as to include other desalination

techniques (e.g. reverse osmosis).
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ADDENDUM

FIELD EVALUATION OF SOLAR STILL AND SOLAR STILL PLANTS

A.I. Inputs from literature study

It was concluded from the literature study (Chapter 2) that solar stills have

limited but important application potential in rural, arid regions. The simplicity

of the technology combined with its use of renewable energy makes it

economically attractive for use by smaller communities and single households in

specific target areas, which is best illustrated by maps (see Figures l.2 to l.5 for

the South African perspective).

Potential for the local use of solar stills thus exists, although similar water

provision projects have failed in the past due to (1) the technology being

uneconomical to implement or (2) failure to correctly address associated socio-

economic issues (Goldie et a/2003).

A.II. Field trials

A solar still plant consisting of 20 solar still units was constructed with the

materials and components described in Section 5.4. The plant was subsequently

tested at sites at the University of Stellenbosch and in Bushmanland in the

Northern Cape Province (Figure A.I). Conclusions from these trial runs are

presented after the Figures.
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Figure A.I: Solar still plant layout (top) and picture (bottom)

• Solar stills with 'Correx' polypropylene (PP) linings started leaking soon

after commissioning. Closer investigation revealed that the welding joints
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were not able to withstand the heating / cooling cycles inside the stills. It

was therefore decided to rather make use of flexible pp for still linings.

• Stills with plywood frames were able to withstand the frame deformations .

(due to water filling and prolonged exposure) better than aluminium

frames. This was, however, a function of the stand on which the stills

were placed, as these frames did not provide sufficient structural support

under the still bases. The stand design was subsequently made part of

future plant designs.

• Filling and flushing of the rows of stills was very problematic as the

overflow piping from one still to the next was too narrow. This extended

the nocturnal filling period, which proved to be problematic in winter

when freezing in feed pipes could occur. Larger diameter feed piping was

incorporated as part of the design review.

• It was shown that with untreated, hard groundwater it may be necessary

to routinely clean the inside linings of the stills to maintain a degree of

'blackness' inside the stills. This also confirmed that the cover had to be

removable with relative ease. It was also found that removal of scale was

easier with a lining of polypropylene than with silicone.

• The actual average performance of the plant was lower than predicted

(27% versus 40%). This was attributed to the leaking of the

polypropylene-lined stills, incorrect operating procedure which caused

some stills to run dry, and a number of stills being tilted too far

'backwards' due to stand deformation.

• The product water from the plant was of a very high quality (constantly

less than 30 mg/L TDS versus greater than 8000 mg/L TDS feed water).

Feed water spiked with 1% nitrate and fluoride solutions produced

distilled water without measurable levels of these contaminants.

• Lastly it was found that it was important to take account of nature: bees

trying to get to the 'sweet' water inside the system and porcupines digging

up the fresh water pipes were specific problems which had to be

addressed during the trial runs.
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A.III. Construction and evaluation of a solar still plant for community use

A solar still plant for community use can be defined as a number of solar still

units interconnected with pipes and pumps, as well as storage containers from

which water for household use can be collected. Distilled water can be blended

with feed water to increase the capacity of the plant, and for larger plants the

cover areas can also be utilised for rainwater collection.

A.IV. Plant design

The following general procedure was developed for the design of a solar still

plant for community use, once there is certainty that a constant feed water source

is available:

• First, a site visit is necessary to do basic land surveying, etc. During such

a visit the location of the saline water source, relative to the end-user(s),

should be determined, and topographical and meteorological information

collected (if available). Important design considerations include plant

alignment towards true north, available construction area(s) and existing

water provision infrastructure.

• A sample from the saline water source should be taken for analysis, as

well as a history of any earlier water analysis (if available from the local

authority). This enables the plant designer to calculate (a) the economic

viability of incorporating distilled water blending, (b) the seasonality of

the salinity of the source, (c) the still flushing cycles, and (d) the necessity

of additional infrastructure such as in-line filters or anti-scaling

equipment.

• The next major design input is determining the number of people who

will be dependent on the plant for their potable water. A design base of

five liters of drinking and cooking water per capita per day, conforming

to the guidelines, is currently being used (van Schalkwyk 1996)

• Lastly the expected productivity of the solar stills should be taken into

account. In this case, where modular units are used, the seasonal output
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will determine the number of stills to be used.

A.V. Components of solar still plant

Figure A.2 (below) illustrates components of typical solar distillation plants.

Figure A.2: Typical components of a community solar still plant.

A.Vl. Construction of solar still pilot plant

A typical target community was identified at Kerkplaas in the Klein Karoo.

Kerkplaas is situated about 30 km from Ladismith, about 300 km from Cape

Town. About seven houses, a school and a church are built on the property. The

community consists of about 40 people, plus about 20 pupils from neighbouring

farms during school terms. Drinking water supply had always been problematic,

and during drought spells drinking water had to be trucked to Kerkplaas.

Associated costs were high, as the water had been trucked over distances of up to

80 km to the community.

A solar still plant was designed and built according to the general solar still
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specification described in Chapter 5. Brackish water (TDS 2200 mgIL) from a

nearby dam was used as feed and blend water (see Table Al for water analysis

before and after blending and in terms of Table 4.1).

The following plant modifications were incorporated to suit local conditions:

• The stills were placed on a sloping steel framework that was high enough

(1 meter +) to allow good maintenance accessibility from beneath.

• A two-meter chicken wire fence with lockable gate was erected around

the plant. Instrumentation, pumps and valves were placed inside a

lockable box beneath the plant.

• A 5 m3 drinking water tank, connected to the plant outlet, was placed

about 20 meters away next to an existing rain water tank.

• In-line water meters were connected into the different feed and outlet

lines to record the different water usage Figures.

A picture of the Kerkplaas solar still plant is shown in Figure A3.

Figure A3: Kerkplaas solar still plant.
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Table A.1: Kerkplaas water analysis versus specifications

-.Generally suitable for long term use
of chronic health effects _ ..

Severe acute health efacts. evenwith short term use

A.VIL Plant specification and cost

The following Table summarises the most important design and cost aspects of

the Kerkplaas plant.
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Table A.2: Kerkplaas solar still plant specifications. Plant rinse water

approximately equals double the amount of distillate produced per day

Saline water capacity at fill (L)

Average production capacity (Uday)

Number of solar still units

Construction materials of solar stills

Additional energy supply equipment

Pumps

Filters

Flushing cycle

Maintenance requirements

Water blending ratio

Distilled water quality

Total component cost (excl framework):

~ solar stills

~ piping, filters, tanks and pumps

~ solar panel and instrumentation

Construction time (incl stills)

Commissioning period

Imported components

A.VIII. Plant performance over test period

750

90 (unblended, season dependent)

15 (5 rows of 3 stills)

Glass, PU, PP, aluminium

75 W solar panel plus battery

2 centrifugal

In-line cartridge filters

Up to 180minutes every nthday

Routine visual inspection, paint

Between 01100 and 10010

IDS < lOmgIL

R12000

R2500

R6000

4 weeks

2 weeks

Centrifugal pumps

The technical performance of the test plant was monitored over the period

December 2000 to December 2001. Water production, plant durability and water

quality were monitored to determine plant performance.

Water production was initially measured by monitoring the water level in the

community's fresh water tank. This did not provide sufficient production data as

the community continuously used water from the tank. During August 2001

water meters were fitted into the groundwater feed pipes, the plant overflow pipe
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and the product water pipe, so that a complete water balance could be calculated

for the plant. Figure A4 shows actual water production averages, as well as

calculated (according to formula presented in Section 12.3.1)

WATER PRODUCTION

250.0 ....-------------------------,

l' 200.0
"-ale 150.0
al
:I::

-; 100.0
CD
(liji 50.0
cc

___________________________________________ _ J

:::::::::::::::::::::::-------------:: __:::::::::j
I

17-Aug-01 06-Sep-01 26-Sep-01 16-Oct-01 05-Il10'.'-01 2S-Nov-01 15-Dec-01

Period ending

Figure A.4: Average daily water production of Kerkplaas solar still plant (graph)

and calculated production volumes (squares).

The seasonal productivity can clearly be seen from the above Figure. The

productivity dip in October can be attributed to extended overcast periods plus a

weeklong maintenance period when the plant was out of commission. It can be

seen that good correlation between expected and actual productivity was found.

Plant durability, in particular water leaks, glass breakages and electronic

equipment failure, was visually monitored over the test period. Initially a number

of solar still units leaked at their overflows, so a design modification had to be

implemented on site to strengthen that interface. No leakages due to rupture of

the plastic lining were reported. Itwas noticed, however, that due to deformation

of the still stands, some stills had to be sealed again on the cover/frame interface.

Two (uncharacteristic) hailstorms hit the plant during late Spring 2001, and one

glass pane broke during the first storm. This was replaced on site without

interference to the plant's operation. No electronic equipment failures were

reported over the first year of operation. Water quality was managed to a TOS of

less than 1000mgIL (Figure A5).
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Figure A5: TDS management of Kerkplaas solar still plant (dam = community

drinking water).

Bacterial analyses for total plate count, ecoli and faecal coliforms of the product

water were carried out by the District Municipality and the water was found to

conform to drinking water standards.

A.IX. Conclusions and recommendations

The following conclusions are drawn at the end of the technology demonstration

phase of this study:

• Water supply capacity

As solar distillation is a season-dependent small-scale water supply

technology, it is better suited for summertime fresh water augmentation.

It is therefore attractive for use in dry, winter rainfall regions. Blending of

feed and product water can be carried out as long as the capital cost

implications thereof are beneficial. The use of dual community water

supply systems can be considered where the quality of feed water is such
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that it can be used for sanitation and / or washing while product water is

utilised for drinking and cooking purposes. The number of stills required

for a solar still installation will be dependent on the above-mentioned

factors.

• Water quality

Solar-distilled water is chemically very pure, with TDS < 10 mg/L.

Experimentally it was proven that feed water containing up to 1%

dissolved fluorides and nitrates could be purified to contain immeasurable

levels thereof (Goldie et a/2003). Under normal operational conditions a

solar still will not produce water before the feed water temperature

exceeds 50°C, and typically this temperature rises in excess of 60 0,

which is sufficient to pasteurise the water. Under conditions of low solar

radiation, such as during cloudy winter days, pasteurisation temperatures

will not be reached and certain types of microbiological activity in the

basin may be enhanced. It is, however, not possible to accurately predict

the effect of such contamination on the product water quality as cross-

contamination would require a degree of aerial mobility by the

microbiological contaminants. Experimentally water produced by the

Kerkplaas experimental plant tested negative for microbiological

contamination.

• Technical specifications

The basin solar still described in Chapters 3 and 5 was identified as the

most appropriate design to fulfil the research requirements of the

technology demonstration. These requirements were low construction

costs, solar still durability and acceptable production performance. A

modular solar still design consisting of readily available, relatively cheap

but environmentally durable components was developed and successfully

tested, under both controlled and field conditions.
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• Economic aspects

The relatively simple financial model that was developed in Chapter 12

can be used to forecast the cost of water delivery to an end user. Using

this model, it was shown that although solar still installations are capital

intensive, they can produce water at low running costs.

• Socio-economic aspects

As with the provision of other services, community participation largely

determines the degree of success of the introduction of solar still

technology. It is of great importance that all role-players, from

researchers to community leaders and the affected community itself, be

involved from the onset of such a project. As the technology is relatively

unsophisticated it can be explained quite easily, and operational and

maintenance training should not present any major problems. Community

ownership is critical in terms of technology sustainability, and also to

prevent plant malfunction.

• Additional water usage potential

It has been shown that the quality of product water can be controlled

through correct plant management, thus creating the potential for end-

users to utilise excess water for purposes other than household. Limited

vegetable farming and the establishment of trees and shrubs can

potentially be undertaken, given that other factors (such as soil quality

and appropriate management) are also addressed. Given the low

production volumes and the associated cost, solar stills do not however

provide an economically feasible alternative for water supply for general

agricultural purposes.
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Die PTH kan oopgemaak en skoongemaak word indien Glitop die
lang termyn [lQ(:fig SGU wees. In so 'n geval kan die katalisator-kern
wat bestaan uit allooie van 'n verskeidenheid metale, waaronder
ook edel metale, met In staalborsel Kf)G>ngemaakword.

Die PTH waterkondisioneerder is nie 'n waterfilter of 'n watersuiweraar nie. Die word vir die Molgendce
<tl®eleindes gebruik;

• Voorkoming van kalksteenaanpaksels en roes.

• Verwydering van reeds gevormde kalk- en roesneerslaeen aanpaksels.

• Bekamping van yster en mangaanneerslae.

• Vermindering van oksidasieprosesse met gepaardgaande neerslae.
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•
.Verbete ing van s.,[l'laaken er andere brak, chleor en swawel.

• :Verbeteringvanwasvermoë val'lweë "natter" water.

• Verhoging'Van qrondinfiltrasievermoê.

Verpetering van§aadontkiemililg.

\(erbete'rde plm1tegr.oeienverh00g

• Verbeterdeverrnenqinqvanvloelbare bemestirf@stowwe.
'. + ~ ... ,' • ..,,"...'

• V.oorkoming van ver.stopping van druppers en sproeiers deur aarikalking.

'I WIE GEBRUIK DIE TOESTELLE? r· " NI'"

,,=Die PTH~9rd reeds in I"Q§~ as 3l,)lande in <;!Lewêheldgebrui~~~ HUISEIENAAR~, 'BOERE, I~DlJSTRIEË,
NYWERHEDE~,HDT~LL~ KpSHUI~E, WQONSJELBLOKKE'r ~ONTOOR.,I(Q.MPLEKSE,MOT.@RHAWENS.,
SL~~Irlt:JI.$fE, DROOGSK®,P~M.AKERS~ ··W.ASSER,YE"'TANDARTS,E, ~EKERYE, Kl2lDERS; ..

-LAB'@ Ar:'ORIU~S, MUt\JISlP.Al!ITEITE,. MYNE, ens~vïr die besk~mrfil~f van toerustihg '-sobs
It:war _wateri stallasies, vertiiri1r§selemente;:/sonpane,le s oonmaaktoerusti 9 pasteu i§.eérC:iers oel-.
. torinss . ugversorger~ steri iseerd~rs, konden§,.ator" kompr-essors w"aterveLkoelde enjins, R mpe,
tonteine, verkoelin~toerf.u..s,ting,ysrnasjlene watervqorsiening vIr hoenders ar~e, konyne, veesuipings, ..'
sprinkel- en dr pqesPJoeiing, s~el1J.baddens~ns~NIE J\L~~fi;JUKWORD 10~RUSTING BESKERMTE~~ :,.

.. Kf'.US EN .RPESAA~2KSE!-~ NI~f MAARDIE EFPE~JWJTj:3lT-VAblDI~ TOERlJ.S)liNG ISSQVEEL HO~~,

.. TESAME~ETDIEBESPARI't{GOPENERGJEVI;!rlB.Rl9IK . . ..~, - 'r.-',.. -a.; .," if
(~ ",. ~' "~- ~ KS;rEE~E,N -R,OESl<OS:GE~DiI' . Joo..' • I "'j~.

-- • ;!'.:'I 1.1 I. "•

.::r
~. (1 mr., Kalkaan~ak.sel op 'n verhittingselement er oog die energieverbruik met gem

.,. .••sUk~esvol bev-NS.tee')laarlkalklng, (er~1 tot' 5~ aan cheffiicalieë vir "',,""'""k",,lrl ....... b'e'sDaal"'Wolrd
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